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Quantitative survey report
General Information about survey

Within the frames of the project “Labor and employment systems Reform program”,
Ministry of Labor, Health and Social Affairs of Georgia procured a research service through
the simplified electronic tender (SPA 140031260) in order to identify the current and
expected trends for the component of demand for the labor market. In March-April, 2015
the winner company of the tender LTD “BSG Research” conducted the research of
component of demand for the labor market, which proves to be an unprecedented study of
the labor market and has a great importance for the support of strategic goals of country’s
economic development. Accordingly, the data and the trends identified through the
research illustrate the labor market situation in the Georgia.
The purpose and the objectives of the Research
The purpose of the existing research is to prepare the detailed information about the
attitudes/requirements of the employers on the labor market, which should be forwarded to
the stakeholders: government bodies, employers, job seekers, social partners, education
providers, Private Employment Agencies, different research, donor and international
organizations.
The objective of the research:
-

To work out the adapted research instruments and methodology taking into account

the existing situation on the labor market in Georgia;
-

To conduct a face to face survey of employers in Georgia based on the mentioned

instruments and methodology;
-

To collect information about the employed positions based on the international

standard classification (ISCO-2008), as well as prepare a report about the past, present and
future vacancies;
-

To reveal employment trends and forecast the expected results;

Methodology and Sampling
The research was conducted using the quantitative and qualitative methods. The sampling was
performed on the basis of a database of 73 889 entities located on the territory controlled by the
Government of Georgia provided by the National Statistics Office of Georgia (GeoStat). Other than
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the identification details of the enterprises (the name, legal address, contact phone, identification
code), the list provided the activity and the activity code according to NACE (Statistical Classification
of Economic Activities), the size of the enterprise (large/medium/small) and the ownership forms
(public/private).

Considering the objectives of the research 16,2% large, 14,6% medium and 35,2%
small enterprises were selected, also, 34% from these organizations, which size weren’t
known. Also, the survey included the current situation and trends about hired-empoyed
people.
The stratified sampling was used for the survey. Sampling was conducted separately in
every municipality and self-governing city. All the entities in every municipality were divided
into strata. The following parameters were used for stratification:


Form of ownership (private/public)



Type of the settlement (city/rural)



The altitude from the sea level (mountain/lowland)



Field of operation (according to NACE section levels)



The size of the enterprise
The sampling size fixed for the municipalities was distributed over the municipality

strata in proportion with the number of enterprises in them. The selection of enterprises in
every stratum was conducted based on simple random sampling method.
The quantitative research covered the 11 regions of Georgia, overall 6000
organizations were surveyed both from public and private sectors.
The information from the survey is generalized on national level by regions,
economic activities, educational level and occupations.

Existing trends about employment
Generalizations of the data showed that in 63,387 organizations across Georgia
908,374 people are employed. The study illustrates that the number of employees and
organizations by region is proportional to each other. Out of it, the greatest number of
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organizations/entities fall on Tbilisi - - 32,486 entities, Imereti region 7,040, Adjara - 6,674
and Kvemo Kartli 4,556 entities (see diagram #1, table #1).

Diagram 1. Organizations and employees by regions

Table 1. Organizations and employees by regions

Region
Tbilisi
Imereti
Adjara
Kvemo Kartli
Samegrelo and Zemo Svaneti
Kakheti
Shida Kartli
Samtskhe - Javakheti
Guria
Mtskheta - Mtianeti
Racha – Lechkhumi and Kvemo Svaneti
Total

Enterprises
32,486
7,040
6,674
4,556
3,448
3,039
2,275
1,458
1,310
849
252
63,387

Employed
497,135
78,303
78,766
73,279
57,678
41,257
27,833
22,107
13,811
14,650
3,555
908,374

According to the study, more than a half of employed are in Tbilisi - 497,135
individuals, followed by Adjara Autonomous Republic with 78,766 employed, Imereti Region
- 78,303 employed, Kvemo kartli Region - 73,279 and Samegrelo-zemo-svaneti Region 5

57,678 employed. The legal status of the organizations participating in the study was
distributed as follows: Commercial organizations - 56,528, non-commercial organizations 6,859.
Diagram #2. Employment by gender (%)

Also, according to the survey the number of employed women are 448 689, what is
49% of total employees , while the number of men employed 459 349, which amount to 51%
of employees (see. Figure #2). A small difference about labor market participation rates
between men and women can be explained by the nature of the female infertility.
The types of economic activities were broken down according to Statistical
Classification of Economic Activities (NACE), a total of 29 types of economic activity.
The research identified the priority economic activities, in the areas, which
represents a large part of the country’s economic (see. Table 2, Diagram 3). Education,
trade; Motor vehicles, household goods and personal items repair services, real estate,
renting and business activities, construction and healthcare and social assistance to the
economic sector, where currently employed the highest proportion (see. Table 2, Diagram
4).

Table #2. Enterprises and employment by economic activities

Types of Economic Activities

N

Education
Commerce; repair of motor cars, household goods and
2
personal items
Transactions with real estate, lease and rendering services to
3
customers
4 Construction
1

5

Healthcare and social assistance
6

Enterprises

Employment

4,532

181,306

23,838

174,365

7,161

74,397

4,253

71,445

2,382

60,534

6

Delivery of utilities’, social and personal services

7

National governance

8
9

3,617

57,321

533

54,012

Transport and communications

2,779

51,480

Food (including beverages) and tobacco production

3,301

42,077

10

Hotels and restaurants

3,598

37,005

11

Agriculture, hunting and forestry business

960

21,963

12

Financial activities

1,428

13,203

13

668

11,450

146

9,578

797

6,244

300

6,068

17

Metallurgy and production of finished metal goods
Production and distribution of power, natural gas and water
Other industries
Mining, except for extraction of thermal energy natural
resources
Cellulose – paper industry; Publishing business

615

5,872

18

Production of the other non-metal mineral items

677

5,803

19

Chemical production

115

5,328

20

Textile and textile goods production

218

4,558

21

Production of rubber and plastic goods

533

3,027

22

Wood processing and production of wooden goods

353

2,856

23

Manufacturing transport means and equipment

56

2,685

24

1,906

175

1,083

116

1,063

14
15
16

Production of coax, oil products and nuclear materials
Manufacturing electrical appliances, electronic and optical
25
devices
26 Manufacturing machinery and equipment
24

27

Leather, leather goods and shoes production

87

678

28

Fishing, fishery

65

561

29

Extraction of thermal energy natural resources

60

506

63 387

908 373

Total

The smallest amount of employed appeared in these fields - leather, leather goods and shoe
manufacturing, fishing, fuel and energy minerals extraction. All the above indicates that
these areas labor force demand is significantly less.
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Diagram 3. Organizations and employees by regions

Diagram 4. Employment by economic activities

Real estate, renting and business activities and the construction of an advanced
position in the field, both in terms of the number of organizations, as well as the number of
employees as well.
Based on the data provided above it is clear that types of prioritary economic
activities are prioritary also in terms of the rate of employment.
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Required educational level by the employers at the workplace
For the research of demand component for the labor market it is essential to define
the positions held by the workforce in the organizations according to “International
Standard Classification of Occupations” (ISCO-2008)1, as well as defining the total number of
employees on a specific position and required level of qualification.
According to the research the majority of employees are those with higher level of
education having relevant professional competencies. According to minimum level of
qualification the second in the category are the employees with secondary education, which
points to the fact that there is quite a number of jobs with the requirement of the lowest
level of education. It is worth noting that there is lack of positions, on which people with
vocational education qualifications are employed, when, at the same time, the qualitative
study of the demand component for the labor market indicated the demand on qualified
staff with vocational education qualifications.

Diagram 5. The breakdown of employees by the level of education required by the employer

Table 3. The breakdown of employees by the level of education required by the employer

Level of education

Secondary

Vocational

High

Don’t know

Total

Number of Employees

290,109

133,165

451,237

33,862

908,374

1

“International Standard Classification of Occupations” (ISCO-2008) is 4-level hierarchical structure
classification, which makes it possible for all the professions in the world classification of 436 groups. The
study analyzed data mainly on the 4th level of the profession. Level 1 includes the main groups, the 2nd
Level includes main occupations within the 1 group of professions (administrative and commercial
managers, managers, production managers, and special services), etc. 3rd Level includes main occupations
within 2nd group of professions (administrative and commercial managers, legislators and high-ranking
officials, including Managing Director and CEO), etc.
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As a result of the study, the level of education requested by the employers according to
“International Standard Classification of Occupations” (ISCO-2008) looks as on a Diagram #6
that follows2
Diagram 6. The breakdown of employees by the level of education according to major groups of “International Standard
Classification of Occupations” (ISCO-2008)

Mostly the employees with higher education hold the positions of managing director
and accountant, because these particular positions are very important for the proper
functioning of the organization. High is the employment rate for the teachers and medical
staff since their occupation is related to providing the vital services to the country. Also, in
terms of employment, quite signified is the field of Pharmacy (see. Table #4).
Table 4. The breakdown of employees with higher education by positions held by them

Occupations

Number

Managing directors and chief executives
Accountants
Secondary education teachers
Health Professionals Not Elsewhere Classified (NEC)
Pharmacists
Primary school teachers
Other language teachers
Specialist medical practitioners

60,598
41,188
38,890
19,652
18,362
16,249
14,927
10,419

Professionals Experts

9,130

Supply, distribution and related managers

6,999

2

The main groups of International Standart Classification of Occupations (ISCO-2008) means occupations
on 1 digit level
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In the direction of vocational education, the highest is the employment for nursing
professionals. Vocational education and higher education staff mostly hold the similar
positions and this includes: nurses, accountants, teachers and pharmacist positions (see.
Table #5).

Table 5. The breakdown of employees with vocational education by positions held by them

Occupations
Nursing professionals
Accountants
Early childhood educators
Other music teachers
Managing directors and chief executives
Stationary plant and machine operators NEC
Heavy truck and lorry drivers
Pharmacists
Process control technicians NEC
Cashiers and ticket clerks

Number
10,828
5,617
5,510
4,963
3,997
3,570
3,511
2,875
2,831
2,581

Individuals with general/secondary education are hired on positions that require
performing of simple practical tasks (see. Table #6).
Table 6. The breakdown of employees with general/secondary education by positions held by them

Occupations
Sweepers and related labourers
Shop sales assistants
Protective services workers NEC
Manufacturing labourers NEC
Building caretakers
Messengers, package deliverers and luggage porters
Heavy truck and lorry drivers
Building construction labourers
Elementary workers NEC
Building frame and related trades workers NEC

Number
23,199
17,564
12,884
12,751
11,721
11,546
11,075
8,395
7,724
6,976

Employment trends by economics sectors
According to the surveyed organizations the number of employed has slightly
increased during the past 12 month - 1%. Employment rate has increased 49,071 and
decreased 40,814 units, difference between them 8257 units (1%). Therefore, it can be said
that the overall demand component is quite low.
According to the research of the labor market demand component for the
employment rate (the survey was conducted in 2015 II quarter) is almost equal to the data
from the National Statistics Office of Georgia II quarter of 2015 the employment index.
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According to the above-mentioned period the number of employees amounted to - 919 700
people, while according to the labor market demand component survey employed people
are 908 373.
According to data by types of economic activities and the labor market demand as a
result of the employment component of the survey indicators, basically, gives a similar
picture, with the exception of a few economic sectors. In particular, the Government of
Georgia (Geostat - 106 900 employed in the labor market, the demand component of the
survey - 54 012 employees) and financial activities (Geostat - 31 800 employed in the labor
market, the demand component of the survey - 13 203 employees). The sources, the
governance of the gap between employment rates can be explained by the fact that armed
forces was not involved in the selection of the research component, which led to the
difference between the existence of these two sources of data.
Diagram 7. The difference between the growth and decrease of workplaces by sectors of economy

The survey's employment index to a sharp rise in the trade; Motor vehicles, household
goods and personal items repair, education, health care and social assistance, community,
social and personal services, transport and communication and financial activities in the
area.
Employment rate of occurrence of the following types of remarkable economic activities construction; Food products (beverages) and tobacco and hotels and restaurants in the area
(see. Diagram #7, Table 7).
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Table 7. The changes in employment rate for the past 12 months by sectors of economics

Types of Economic Activities
Commerce; repair of motor cars, household goods and personal
items
Education
Healthcare and social assistance
Delivery of utilities, social and personal services
Transport and communications
Financial activities
Agriculture, hunting and forestry business
Production and distribution of power, natural gas and water
Mining, except for extraction of thermal energy natural resources
Manufacturing electrical appliances, electronic and optical devices
Fishing, fishery
Production of the other non-metal mineral items
Leather, leather goods and shoes production
Extraction of thermal energy natural resources
Production of coax, oil products and nuclear materials
Chemical production
Textile and textile goods production
Manufacturing machinery and equipment
Cellulose – paper industry; Publishing business
Transactions with real estate, lease and rendering services to
customers
Wood processing and production of wooden goods
Other industries
Manufacturing transport means and equipment
National governance
Metallurgy and production of finished metal goods
Production of rubber and plastic goods
Hotels and restaurants
Food including beverages and tobacco production
Construction
Total

Increased Decreased Difference
16,246

4,244

12,002

6,857
3,125
3,181
2,231
1,414
1,341
370
295
95
16
823
38
25
0
70
211
13
122

659
845
996
752
355
808
138
114
41
0
815
42
36
12
112
271
100
268

6,198
2,280
2,186
1,479
1,059
532
232
181
55
16
8
-4
-12
-12
-42
-61
-87
-145

3,127

3,323

-196

192
308
32
724

428
639
412
1,199

-235
-331
-380
-475

268

895

-627

117
2,304
1,294
4,231
49,071

947
3,206
3,332
15,825
40,814

-829
-902
-2,037
-11,595
8,257

NOTE3:

3

If in the same organization the increase and decrease of workplaces occurs, then it concerns to different
position. If one person holding the position is replaced with another on, then neither increase nor decrease
occurs. Those employed within a sector might change the organizations.
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In terms of employment, the main economic areas is service sector - Trade; Motor
vehicles, household goods and personal items repair services, real estate, renting and
business activities, health and social work, community, social and personal service activities.
According to survey data, the construction sector has greatly reduced the
employment rate, but even so, the number of employees in construction, one of the main
sector. The same is true of food products (including drinks) and tobacco manufacturing
sector. The above demonstrates that the same survey, the lack of human resources is not
the signs of construction, food products (including drinks) and tobacco production. As for
the hotel and restaurant sector, where found lack of labor workforce, may be explained by
the fact that the area is more or less subject to the seasonal nature of the service sector,
where staff turnover is high and therefore, consistently high demand for labor.
Table 8. The rate of employment by the sectors of economics

N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Types of Economic Activities

Increased Decreased Difference

Education
Commerce; repair of motor cars, household goods
and personal items
Transactions with real estate, lease and rendering
services to customers
Construction
Healthcare and social assistance
Delivery of utilities, social and personal services
National governance
Transport and communications
Food including beverages and tobacco production
Hotels and restaurants
Agriculture, hunting and forestry business
Financial activities
Metallurgy and production of finished metal goods
Production and distribution of power, natural gas
and water
Other industries
Mining, except for extraction of thermal energy
natural resources
Cellulose – paper industry; Publishing business
Production of the other non-metal mineral items
Chemical production
Textile and textile goods production
Production of rubber and plastic goods
Wood processing and production of wooden goods
Manufacturing transport means and equipment
Production of coax, oil products and nuclear
materials
Manufacturing electrical appliances, electronic and
optical devices
14

Number of
employees

3.90%

0.40%

3.50%

181,306

10.00%

2.60%

7.40%

174,365

4.20%

4.50%

-0.30%

74,397

5.10%
5.40%
5.80%

19.10%
1.50%
1.80%

-14.00%
3.90%
4.00%

71,445
60,534
57,321

1.30%
4.50%
2.90%
6.10%
6.30%
11.60%

2.20%
1.50%
7.60%
8.50%
3.80%
2.90%

-0.90%
3.00%
-4.60%
-2.40%
2.50%
8.70%

54,012
51,480
42,077
37,005
21,963
13,203

2.20%

7.40%

-5.20%

11,450

4.00%

1.50%

2.50%

9,578

4.70%

9.70%

-5.00%

6,244

5.00%

1.90%

3.10%

6,068

2.00%
14.20%
1.30%
4.60%

4.40%
14.10%
2.10%
5.90%

-2.40%
0.10%
-0.80%
-1.30%

5,872
5,803
5,328
4,558

3.00%
6.20%
1.10%

24.60%
13.80%
13.40%

-21.50%
-7.60%
-12.40%

3,027
2,856
2,685

0.00%

0.60%

-0.60%

1,906

9.30%

3.90%

5.30%

1,083

Manufacturing machinery and equipment
Leather, leather goods and shoes production
28 Fishing, fishery
29 Extraction of thermal energy natural resources
Total
26
27

1.10%
5.60%

8.70%
6.20%

-7.60%
-0.60%

1,063
678

2.90%
4.80%

0.00%
7.00%

2.90%
-2.20%

561
506

5.7%

4.7%

0.9%

908,374

The main problems at labour market in terms of labour resources
960 organizations out of surveyed organizations are experiencing shortages on
certain positions, which means that they are often unable to find personnel with necessary
qualifications and educational level; lack of applicants or or job seekers don’t like the offered
salary. Mostly the shortage falls on the personnel of following positions: accountants,
teachers, special field practicing physicians/specialists, waiters, cleaning personnel and
equivalent (Diagram #8).

Diagram #8. Number of Organizations with Occupation Shortages

Once reviewing positions by regions and sectors of economy the shortage
occupations are clearly identified, in which the employer has problems to find the qualified
human resources. For example, few positions from the International Standard Classification
of Occupations (ISCO_2008) fell under the shortage occupation category – professionals
(experts), service and sales workers, Craft and related-filed workers and performers of
easiest tasks.
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Research has shown (see. Diagram #9), the employment of labor resources to the
problems of different reasons. One of the most important cause of the current labor force,
low level of qualification and skills shortage, which clearly indicates the active labor market
policy measures to be taken for granted. The main problems in the labor market of people
with specific professions deficit. These include sales and marketing managers, the average
education of teachers, Sheet metal workers, data accounting clerks, directors and executive
officers, the industrial sector other beginner-skilled workers (see. Table# 9, #10, #11).

Diagram #9. Problems of Hiring Workforce

Table #9. Labour force shortage due to lack of labour resources in particular uccupations

Occupations
Sales and marketing managers
Secondary education teachers
Sheet-metal workers
Journalists
Data entry clerks
Managing directors and chief executives
Manufacturing labourers nec
Bakers, pastry-cooks and confectionery makers
Software developers
Legal professionals nec
University and higher education teachers
Information technology trainers
Athletes and sports players

Number
135
97
57
51
48
47
47
27
26
21
19
19
18
16

Accountants
Credit and loans officers
Bank tellers and related clerks
Craft and related workers nec

16
15
15
15

Table #10. Labour force shortage due to lack of skills and qualifications

Occupations

Number

Shop sales assistants
Sales workers nec
Sweepers and related labourers
Building caretakers
Cashiers and ticket clerks
Hairdressers
Psychologists
Primary school teachers
Administrative and executive secretaries
Generalist medical practitioners
Audiologists and speech therapists
Restaurant managers

575
561
348
302
272
252
147
138
133
116
113
100

Table #11. Labour force shortage due to unsatisfaction because of the suggested salary

Occupations
Stationary plant and machine operators nec
Advertising and marketing professionals
Graphic and multimedia designers
Elementary workers nec
Legal professionals nec
Primary school teachers
Computer network professionals
Specialist medical practitioners
Manufacturing labourers nec
Plumbers and pipe fitters
Civil engineers
Painters and related workers

Number
48
46
38
16
16
16
15
15
15
13
13
13

Between the mentioned problems of the lack of human resources very actual
problem is Labour force shortage due to unsatisfaction because of the existing working
conditions. Generally, job seekers express unsaisfaction because of suggested salary and
working conditions, what is one of the main reasons for the shortage of labour force supply.
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Table #12. Labour force shortage due to unsatisfaction because of the existing working con ditions

Occupations
Concrete placers, concrete finishers and related
workers
Messengers, package deliverers and luggage porters
Building caretakers
Other language teachers
Shop sales assistants
Car, taxi and van drivers
Sales workers nec
Elementary workers nec
Craft and related workers nec
Food and related products machine operators

Number
29
16
12
7
7
6
6
6
4
4

Demanded professions by economic sectors and region
The study results were analyzed by regions as well as by economic activities.
Shortage occupations are mostly identified in the following economic activities: (see. Table
13)
Small demand was reported to the occupations in the sectors such as manufacturing
of leather goods and shoes, manufacturing vehicles and related equipment, chemical
production and fish farming/fishery.
Table #13. demandes occuations by economic activity

Types of Economic Activities
Commerce; repair of motor cars, household goods and personal items

Number
1,522

Hotels and restaurants

835

Education

729

Delivery of utilities, social and personal services

618

Healthcare and social assistance

441

Metallurgy and production of finished metal goods

238

The breakdown of shortage occupations by regions looks as follows:
Among the most popular professions in Tbilisi were the waiters, painters and other
related workers, shop sales assistants, unskilled workers for flower gardens and lawns,
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otolaryngologists and speech therapists, cleaning staff and related workers, cosmetologists
and other workers.4
Table 14. The breakdown of shortage occupations in Tbilisi

Occupations

Number
181
177
134
103
99
99
96
86
86
81
51

Waiters
Painters and related workers
Shop sales assistants
Garden and horticultural labourers
Sweepers and related labourers
Audiologists and speech therapists
Beauticians and related workers
Bartenders
Building and related electricians
Hairdressers
Graphic and multimedia designers

In Adjara a/r the most demanded positions are named to be: sales assistants, teachers of
foreign languages, secondary school teachers, messengers, loaders, workers and porters,
afterwards with equal frequency are named the professions of dancers and choreographers,
bakers, bread-bakers and confectioners (see. Table #15).

Table 15. The breakdown of shortage occupations in Adjara A/R

Occupations
Shop sales assistants
Other language teachers
Secondary education teachers
Messengers, package deliverers and luggage
porters
Bakers, pastry-cooks and confectionery makers

Number
37
26
25
22
16

In the Guria Region organizations suffer from the shortage of welders and gas
flamecutters, as well as of unskilled workers in the agricultural filed works (see. Table #16).
Table 16. The breakdown of shortage occupations in Guria

Occupations
Welders and flamecutters
Crop farm labourers
Other music teachers

Number
15
10
7

Data is provided starting from the most demanded to the least demanded positions

4
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Cooks
Other language teachers

6
4

The shortage professions in Imereti region break down as follows: cleaning
personnel and related workers, guards, painters and other assisting professionals of Art,
interior designers and decorators, craftsmen, who are not subject to the more detailed
classification, shop sales assistants (see. Table #17).
Table 17. The breakdown of shortage occupations in Imereti

Occupations
Sweepers and related labourers
Building caretakers
Other artistic and cultural associate
professionals
Interior designers and decorators
Handicraft workers nec

Number
50
41
40
34
34

The region of Kakheti has a shortage of special field practicing physicians / specialists,
accountants, shop sales assistants, motor vehicle mechanics and assemblers and performers
of easiest tasks (see. Table #18).
Table 2. The breakdown of shortage occupations in Kakheti

Occupations
Shop sales assistants
Specialist medical practitioners
Motor vehicle mechanics and repairers
Accountants
Elementary workers nec

Number
29
18
16
14
13

The region of Mtskheta-Mtianeti has a shortage of civil engineers, engineermechanics, shop sales assistants, bread-bakers, pastry masters and confectioners, vehicle,
taxi and van drivers, cleaning personnel and related workers (see. Table #19).
Table 3. The breakdown of shortage occupations in Mtskheta-Mtianeti

Occupations
Sweepers and related labourers
Civil engineers
Engineering professionals nec
Car, taxi and van drivers
Bakers, pastry-cooks and confectionery
makers
Specialist medical practitioners

Number
42
17
17
12
9
6
20

Health care assistants
Poultry producers

6
6

In Kvemo Kartli region the organizations are short of following human resources:
pharmacists, crafts and related workers, who are not subject to the more detailed
classification, the restaurant manager, waiters, managing directors and chief executive
officers (see. Table #20).
Table 20. The breakdown of shortage occupations in Kvemo Kartli

Occupations
Pharmacists
Craft and related workers nec
Restaurant managers
Waiters
Managing directors and chief
executives

Number
23
15
12
11
8

In Racha-Lechkhumi and Kvemo Svaneti the following were named as shortage
occupations: guard, cleaning personnel and related workers, sales assistants (see. Table
#21).
Table 21. The breakdown of shortage occupations in Racha-Lechkhumi and Kvemo Svaneti

Occupations
Sweepers and related labourers
Building caretakers
Sales workers nec
Secondary education teachers
Generalist medical practitioners

Number
338
306
302
50
43

Although from Samtskhe-Javakheti region a small number of organizations fell in the
selection, some shortage positions were still identified. These include: managing directors
and chief executive officers, teachers, librarians and related professionals, guards,
constructors and other related crafts workers, who are no longer subject to a more detailed
classification, the collectors of trash-waste, scrap and so on (see. Table #22).
Table 22. The breakdown of shortage occupations in Samtskhe-Javakheti

Occupations
Managing directors and chief executives
Librarians and related information
professionals
Building caretakers
Building frame and related trades workers

Number
5
5
5
5
21

nec
Garbage and recycling collectors

5

In Samegrelo-Zemo Svaneti Region there is an apparent shortage of secondary
school teachers, teachers of foreign languages, accountants, constructors and other related
workers, who are not subject to a more detailed classification, cleaning personnel and
related workers (see. Table #23).
Table 23. The breakdown of shortage occupations in Samegrelo-Zemo Svaneti

Occupations
Other language teachers
Building frame and related trades workers
nec
Accountants
Secondary education teachers
Sweepers and related labourers
Plasterers

Number
37
35
33
23
19
19

The following occupations are regarded deficient in Shida Kartli: motor vehicle
mechanics and assemblers, cleaning personnel and related workers, messengers, loaders
and porters, performers of easiest tasks without classification (see. Table #24).
Table 24. The breakdown of shortage occupations in Shida Kartli

Occupations
Electrical engineering technicians
Messengers, package deliverers and luggage
porters
Sweepers and related labourers
Elementary workers nec
Waiters
Motor vehicle mechanics and repairers

Number
56
53
46
34
19
19

Despite the different trends by shortage occupations identified in each region,
general tendency was observed as well. For example, all regions are in need of accountants,
teachers, waiters, sales assistants in sales positions.
Vacancies announced by the organizations according to occupations
Vacancies announced by the organizations comprise such positions which mostly
envisage secondary and vocational education levels. Such are the vacancies for sales
assistants and hairstyling specialists (see Table #25).
Table 25. Current Vacancies
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Number of
vacancies
621
465
389
367
362
354
306
266
264
256
217
209
207
198
183

Occupations
Shop sales assistants
Hairdressers
Process control technicians nec
Painters and related workers
Sweepers and related labourers
Manufacturing labourers nec
Waiters
Pharmacists
Secondary education teachers
Professionals Experts
Cashiers and ticket clerks
Early childhood educators
Beauticians and related workers
Building frame and related trades workers nec
Sports coaches, instructors and officials

The average salaries offered at the vacant positions and education levels
The survey revealed minimum average salary for the vacancies in the organizations,
the amount of which varies as follows (see table #26):
The survey revealed that for existing vacancies in the public sector the offered
minimum average salary exceeds the minimum average salary in the private sector, because
in the public sector mainly demands higher education staff. Also, in a public sector the
salaries are based on a pre-determined norm. Unlike the public sector, the private sector
sets the salary itself per market price of the amount of work performed and per commercial
benefits.
Table 26. The breakdown of average minimum salary for the vacancies announced by employers

The amount of
average minimum
salary (in GEL)

Occupations

600-799

Managing Directors and CEOs, Professional Services Managers, Medical
specialist-practitioners, administrative professionals, handicrafts masters
working on wood, wicker items and other materials

400-599

Accountants, professional experts, artists and related workers, engineers in
the field of environmental protection, other unskilled workers in industrial
areas, medical practitioners, workers with beginner qualifications in
gardening.

200-399

Pharmacists, assistant teachers, shop sales assistants, beginner qualification
workers at animal farms, cement, masonry and other mineral products
machine operators, elementary school teachers, welders and gas incisors,
foreign language teachers, beauty parlor workers and similar, hotel
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receptionist operators, teachers for pupils with special needs, waiters,
telephone switchboard operators, process control technicians, graphic and
multimedia designers, plasterers, hand-Washer, squeezers, stylists, street
cleaners and a beginner qualification workers, secondary school teachers, the
building caretakers, unskilled workers, who are not subject to any other
category, cooks, beginner qualification workers in agricultural farms, sales
workers.
<200

Garbage collectors, sewing machine operators, couriers and luggage
carriers/porters, beginner qualifications workers in fisheries and water crops.

According to the level of education, the minimum average wage is the highest for the
jobs for which the higher education is a requirement (see table #27).
Table 27. Minimum average salary offered for the vacancies announced by level of education

Average minimum Salary (In GEL)

Level of Education

321.00
413.00
424.00
371.00

Secondary
Vocational
Higher
Overall minimum average

Foreign Workforce Employment
According to the study, the Diagram of employed foreign workforce is 5,578 men in
Georgia. The breakdown of positions mostly held by them is as follows (see table #28):
Table 28. The breakdown of foreign workforce by positions held

The Occupations held by the foreign workforce
Unskilled workers working in the field of civil construction
Motor vehicle mechanics and assemblers
Managing directors and chief executive officers
Heavy cargo/ passenger truck drivers
Civil engineers
Professional managers of services, who are not subject to a more detailed
classification
Business services and administration managers, who are not subject to a more
detailed classification
Chefs
Hotel Managers
Kitchen assistants
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Number of
employed
1,089
1,088
611
366
240
210
167
110
109
107

The survey revealed that for the positions held by the foreign workforce the demand
is for secondary and vocational levels of education. It is noteworthy that foreign workers are
most often occupying the following positions: unskilled workers in the field of civil
construction; motor vehicle mechanics and assemblers; managing directors and chief
executive officers.
The study also revealed the reasons for which the employers recruit the foreign labor
force, out of which it is worth noting that there is a lack of human resources with relevant
qualifications and education in the labor market. The second reason is the creation of jobs
by foreigners themselves, which ensures employment of foreign workers as on governing, as
well as on other related positions. Organizations surveyed believe that by hiring the foreign
labor force it is much easier for them to communicate to other countries (see. Table #29).
Table 29. The breakdown of major reasons for which the foreign workforce is employed

Major reasons for which the foreign workforce is employed

Number 1
reason

There is a lack of human resources with relevant qualifications and education
in the local labor market

753

The organization is foreign
The organization has a foreign director, owner
In order to facilitate communication with other countries
Due to quality and professionalism
In order to upgrade the local employees' skills
As per decision of the Ministry of Economy
Due to its proximity to the border communication is simplified
Foreign labor force is asking for lower wages than locals

524
267
178
146
23
13
8
8

By economic activities, the employment rate for the foreign workforce is high in the
following fields – construction, trading, repair of Motor vehicles, household goods and
personal items (see. Table #30).
Table 30. The breakdown of employed foreign workforce by economic activities

Types of Economic Activities
Construction

Repair of Motor vehicles, household goods and personal items.
Real estate operations, renting and business activities

The number of
employed
1714
1468
501
471
460
192

Transportation and Communications
Hotels and Restaurants
Education
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By geographical area, the foreign workforce employment rate is high in Tbilisi and
Adjara A/R, as both regions, in consideration of a variety of factors, are important economic
clusters.
Diagram 10. The breakdown of foreign workforce by regions (%)

The major sources/means to find the labor force
In the process of finding labour force by employers revealed that the key source of
finding staff are informal connections, the total number of 60%. But no less popular in the
search products are Internet (Web portals), Web pages, etc. In addition, the finding labor
force process appealing to similar organizations and into account their recommendations is
very popular method, such as economic activity, firms are much better understanding of the
needs and demands of the different organizations working in the area. (See. Diagram #11).
Between the sources of labour force finding small amount has appealing to the
ministries, Sport/football federation and etc.
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Diagram 11. The major means for finding the labor force
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Conclusion
The quantitative research of the demand component for the labor market has given
us a clear picture of comprehensible trends in the labor market. In particular, based on
survey of the organizations/enterprises a shortage of labor, the priority areas of economic
and existing and potential employment opportunities, shortage occupations on labor
market, the number of job vacancies and the number of organizations with vacancies, a
minimum average salary offered by employers for the existing vacancies, level of education
required by the employers by positions, current and forecasted employment rates for the
past and next 12 months and other variables were revealed.
The survey revealed that the high is the employment rate of people with higher
education, especially in public sector. However, low is the level of job generation for jobs
tailored for higher education requirements. All the above mentioned indicates that jobs
requiring higher education labor force are already saturated.
The number of people with higher education is higher than the jobs tailored on their
education and qualifications. Consequently, the highest is the unemployment of people with
higher education.
At the same time, the employers have difficulties to hire the staff with proper skills,
the reason of which is the absence of proper education, social-emotional skills related to
leadership, critical thinking and other factors.
The study also showed that the some organizations do create jobs, but overall, the
number of jobs has not been dramatically increased. In terms of filling vacancies some
organizations complain about the shortage of labor force, because in some professions it is
difficult to find qualified staff. On the contrary, some have less number of applications;
accordingly less is the number of people seeking employment. In some cases, job seekers
are asking for more wages than the company has determined to pay.
In terms of employment, the main economic sector is the service industry. While the
employment rate fell significantly in the field of construction, the number of employees in
this sector remains higher than in any other economic sectors.
As per job announcements the demanded professions are doctors and nurses, sales
and service workers. The demand on workforce has decreased on following professions:
constructors, workers of metallurgy and machinery sector.
In general, the difference between employment rate and the number of vacancies
indicates the prospective of employment by specific professions. Increase and decrease in
the number of vacancies is directly reflected on the demand and supply. In the future,
institutionalization of labor market demand and supply component quantitative research
and its permanent implementation will allow us to more closely examine the ratio between
demand and supply by specific professions.
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Qualitative survey report
Introduction
Within the framework of reforming the labour and employment system, a sociological
research was carried out with the objective of identification of existing and expected tendencies of
the component of the labour market demand. Generally, the objective of the project is identification
of skills required for professions demanded at the local labour market.
The official information about the situation at Georgian labour market is very scarce, in
addition, there are no comprehensive statistic indicators and systematized information about
demanded professions and specialities.
In general, it is difficult to optimally balance supply and demand of labour force at the labour
market, which in turn, prevents decrease of the unemployment rate and generally, the stability of
the employment processes.
Besides, it is important that without development of the state policy, the labour market
cannot regulate creation of equal conditions of employment for the job-seekers, especially for jobseekers with low competitiveness.
Consequently, the efficient operation of the labour market is very important for the
economic development of the country and solution of social problems. In Georgia, in this regard, the
main problem is the imbalance between demand and supply of the workforce and deficiency of skills
required for demanded professions.

Research Methodology
Proceeding from the interests of the project, the main objective of qualitative research was study of
current and prospective demand of workforce by the employers in Tbilisi and regions of Georgia, in
particular:
-

-

-

Employment opportunities in the existing geographical area-scarce and demanded, as well
as demanded professions; activities of the enterprises and their role in the employment
sphere; Employment opportunities in the existing geographical area – scarce and
demanded, as well as advanced professions; activities of enterprises and their role in the
employment sphere; factors preventing expansion of activities and increase in the number of
employed.
Factors influencing creation of workplaces – identification of views of local employers on
the need of those professional skills which are not/cannot be acquired. Definitions of
professions and skills associated with them in Georgia.
Qualification issues-qualification of employees and the practice of their retraining; needs
for advanced training; directions, where deficient specializations are distinguished, events
carried out by organizations with the objective of advanced training, etc.

Selection of respondents
For qualitative research 20-25 enterprises will be selected in each region, according to the number of
large and medium enterprises and leading economic fields characteristic of regions, total of 240
interviews were conducted all over the country.
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The research involved only those enterprises which use hired labour. Since, the more employees the
enterprise has, the higher is the probability of job announcements. Therefore, the companies, which
are deemed to be large employers were selected as respondents.
Participation of all municipalities/local labour markets in the research was ensured.
The enterprises were selected so, that all sections of NACE classifier participated in the research. The
priority was assigned to selection of enterprises from the fields, development of which has the most
perspective in the nearest future (e.g. tourist business, processing industry, agriculture, etc.).
A
CA
CB
DA
DB
DD
DE
DF
DG
DH
DI
DJ
DL
DM
DN
E
F
G
H
I
K
M
N

Agriculture. Hunting and forestry.
Mining of heat and power resources
Mining and quarrying industry, except for mining of heat and power resources
Production of food products (including drinks) and tobacco
Manufacturing textile and textile products
Wood processing and manufacturing wood products
Cellulose-paper industry; Publishing activities
Production of coke, refined petroleum and nuclear materials
Chemical Manufacturing
Manufacturing of rubber and plastic products
Manufacturing of other non-metallic mineral products
Metallurgy and manufacturing of fabricated metal products
Manufacturing electric appliances, electronic and optical equipment
Manufacturing of vehicles and equipment
Other industries
Production and distribution of electricity, gas and water
Construction
Trading; repair of vehicles, household goods and personal items
Hotels and restaurants
Transport and communications
Real estate transactions, renting and provision of services to customers
Education
Health protection and social assistance
Provision of community, social and personal services
Financial activities
State activities

In addition, the number of research organizations was limited by those organizations, which have
vacancies and/or have used the hired labour for the last 6 months or plan to hire in the next 6
months.
In order to ensure the above-mentioned terms, the formation of selection of organizations was
carried out according to the following scheme:


The list of organizations was divided into strata in each region. For the formation of strata
the following parameters were used:
 municipality;
 size of the organization;
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 According to ”National Classifier of Economic Activities” NACE economic activities of
separate categories were defined.
The number of organizations to be interviewed in each strata was determined in proportion
to the number of employees employed in the organizations of this strata. Additional quotas
are assigned to priority directions.
Organizations in the strata were selected so, that different professions were covered to the
maximum possible extent (i.e. enterprises of maximum different profile were selected).

Development of questionnaire of qualitative research. A tentative questionnaire for in-depth
interview was developed for the qualitative research, which ensured identification of the level of
required skills and qualification for the professions demanded at local labour market (municipality or
region).

Field difficulties (characteristics, description of problems)
In order to clarify some facts and ideas of the report, it is necessary to know the difficulties of the
general context, which accompanied the field work. In particular, several circumstances should be
noted:






In the process of qualitative research, certain restraint and caution were felt from
respondents. Despite several preliminary talks with them and trying to make clear the
objectives of the research, the respondents still expressed lack of confidence towards the
interviewers, due to which fact they required certain time to deliver information with more
precision. For example, some respondents were interested, in general, in answers of other
organizations to some questions, in order not to be exceptions; naturally the mentioned
circumstance complicated communication, though during the interview the atmosphere of
mutual trust still established.
Various factual information submitted by the respondents may be inaccurate, but their
opinion is presented in the report in its original form, as regardless wrong perception of
some facts by the participants of the research, sometimes their attitudes are formed based
on this wrong presentation.
The research covered organizations operating in all spheres of economic activities. The fact,
that in the surveyed enterprises subjects working in the sphere of trading, processing
industry and construction are prevailing, is based on the special character of the structure of
Georgian economy. For the most part, organizations of public administration, social and
personal service, transport and communication are presented.

Main tendencies
 As the representatives of the surveyed organizations note, today, shortage of staff for
various economic spheres is an urgent problem. According to respondents, at the
background of economic growth in the country the tendency of increase of employment and
reduction of unemployment is recorded, though unemployment still remains a serious
challenge. One of the main factors of the employment problems still remain qualification and
professionalism of job seekers.
 It should be noted, that under the conditions of high unemployment rate, the shortage of
certain professions is problematic for employers. The employers fail to find personnel with
required professional education. The circumstance, that personnel of a number of
professions is not prepared in the country, remains an urgent problem. Accordingly, a
significant imbalance between demand and supply of workforce is obvious.
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 According to economic directions, the research revealed a number of positions, which in part
of the interviewed organizations are permanently vacant. Among such positions, the most
common are the following positions-marketing manager, sales manager, food technologist,
project manager, financier, risks analyst. In order to clearly present the problem of filling the
indicated positions with professional personnel, the interviewed named the amount of salary
and characterized own organizations as companies with high competitiveness in the sphere
of their activities.
 A great effort is required in the direction of advanced training of already employed people.
In the sphere of advanced training employers require support of state and donor
organizations in terms of funds required for trainings, development of methodological
materials, preparation of teachers and instructors, organization of well-equipped learning
centres.
 The research showed, proceeding from the popularity caused by high perspective of
employment, employers expect from educational institutions personnel of only specific
professions, such specialists of economy, business administration and international relations.
 The respondents consider, that qualification acquired in the professional educational
institutions often does not comply with the requirements of the labour market and
consequently, cannot ensure labour competitiveness. In their view, the obligation of
professional institutions is not giving profession, but issuance of a document proving certain
level of education.
 The shortage of young personnel is also urgent, which is caused by mass migration of young
people from regions to the capital. Despite the fact, that the age of employees is inadequate
to the special character of the work to be performed. The employers still prefer to retain
experienced personnel, as due to high indicator of internal labour migration, proceeding
from low qualification of young personnel who remained in the regions, their preparation is
connected with considerable expenses.
 The existing problems caused by the lack of qualified personnel, according to respondents,
are caused by low quality of orientation of demands existing at the labour market of
professional educational institutions. The interviewed think, that training of personnel,
establishment of professional schools, who will bring up professional technicians in the
direction of demanded specialities, will facilitate reduction of unemployment.
 Most part of the interviewed organizations has no practice of in-service training of lowqualified personnel or at training courses, which is mainly caused by financial problems or
part of organizations has no relevant view/strategy for promotion of advanced trainings.

Main part
For the credibility of the results of research the composition of organizations interviewed within the
framework of the research is very important. Organizations, participating in the research are
distributed according to sections of NACE classifier, more specifically, the research covered objects
employed in all spheres of economic activities and according to geographic area. Redistribution of
the spheres of economic activities was conditioned by sectorial specificity of particular regions.
The research also covered various types of organizational-legal institutions (LLC, LEPL, JSC, state
institutions).
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Based on selection principles, as expected, organizations of legal form of Limited Liability Company
are presented in the highest proportion among surveyed organizations, selection of which was
conditioned by the priority of the size of the enterprise. Organizations of other legal forms are
presented in the survey in proportion to general uniformity.
The results of research in the report are summarized according to the regions and for each region, as
far as possible (to the extent this or that economic sphere permitted to summarize information
within the framework of the research, as a representative of particular sphere), the picture of the
labour market in view of economic sphere is presented.
Tbilisi
Subjects of all economic directions participating in the research, in the sphere of own employment,
speak about the shortage of qualified personnel and in some cases, about personnel in general. It
should be noted, that among the interviewed subjects, the problem of finding qualified personnel is
caused by various factors, though, in most cases, the claims and dissatisfaction of the employers
concern the qualification and professionalism of the personnel.
According to respondents, generally, the reason for the shortage of personnel according to the
spheres is distributed in the following way:
-

Specific knowledge;
Experience, qualification;
Professional knowledge/quality of education;
Socio-emotional skills;
Cultural factors;
Competence;
The amount of salary;

a) Production of food (including drinks) and tobacco
For the respondents of the production sphere an important problem is casual attitude of the workers
towards the work. According to the interviewed, the initial data and the impression on the interview
are more impressive, than the skills revealed during the work process and the attitude towards the
work. Consequently, for the employers it is more difficult to keep workers at their workplaces than
to find them.
Most of the respondents consider, that despite the age of personnel, the initiative of the employed is
uniform. Experienced personnel, based on previous experience, don’t feel the necessity to reveal
initiative, though they perform well.
”I employ technologists aged 60-70. We have just received new machines. The goods are
produced according to new methods. If I ask technologists to gain insight into new
technologies, they will move to another enterprise, they know that they are in high demand.
They are experienced personnel and if they fail to learn new methods, they don’t spoil goods.
The young people must be taught substantively and that’s why I prefer to retain old
personnel, though it causes to some extent problems to the enterprise, at least, in the
direction of saving time resource.”
The employers themselves have claims towards initiatives of young people. According to
respondents, the young people distinguish themselves by innovative initiatives, though, in most
cases, fail to achieve the desired results. According to the interviewed the recent educational
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programs of higher educational institutions are built on European or American standard and very
often it is too rigid for Georgian reality. And for new graduates the theoretical knowledge received in
the higher educational institution is the only manual.
”We experience shortage of qualified personnel. We need personnel of such specific
profile, chemists and technologists, which today are not popular. The students don’t
want to receive master’s degree in this field. Now I have employed personnel who
received education in Russia and Kazakhstan, but if I need them tomorrow I will face
a problem..”
”One of the qualities of a good manager is initiative. It is very difficult to find a person
with initiative. Specialists come, take over some direction and the work goes on in the
assignment-performance mode. They don’t implement or invent any novelties. ”
”For some time, I started employing students, on the grounds, that they were
inexperienced and would learn the work on the spot. I failed to achieve the desired
result here. The students of “ESM” and “Caucasus school of business” were especially
difficult to deal with. They have poor ability of analysing and find it difficult to think
free. They have learned American marketing, but they experience difficulties in
adaptation, the students of Javakhishvili stand out for analytical skills, though they
lack relevant knowledge.”

b). Metallurgy and manufacturing fabricated metal products
Shortage of specific knowledge is characteristic of the sphere. The research showed, that metallurgic
industry and manufacturing of metal products, due to low qualification of personnel, has disastrous
results. According to respondents, regardless of minimum load of plants, it is still possible to ensure
stable production of high quality at the expense of qualified technical personnel remaining at plants,
knowledge, experience and industrial and technological discipline. Though, it is important to teach
and attract young personnel, as today, plants are composed of quite aged personnel. To be more
specific, there is a risk that enterprises will fail to produce certain goods in case of outflow of existing
personnel.
According to respondent, the employers themselves have to prepare technical personnel in this
sphere, in some cases, due to non-existence of particular faculties in the professional and higher
educational institutions, and in some cases, due to low level of education of the personnel. The
practice of retraining has been implemented in all interviewed enterprises of this economic sector,
though, according to respondents, formally received theoretic knowledge for some specialties is also
very important, which is impossible under the conditions of in-service training.
”Today at the market there is no staff with education and qualification in the direction of obtaining
high technology materials. E.g.: the use of explosive energy requires specific knowledge; people do
not have information about this field. The state does not promote it either.”
”We have such specialists whom none of technical institutions prepares. Specific knowledge is
required. We have worked out an educational program and we prepare candidates on spot.
Professional educational institution provides knowledge of the first and second stages, which we
actually do not require. High level welder and electrician are the third and fourth stages, who you can
scarcely find in Georgia. We have seen the educational program and there are no standards of
training.”
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c). Trading; repair of vehicles, household goods and personal items
The biggest problem of the sphere is low level of professional knowledge/education, which according
to the employers, causes low enthusiasm and casual attitude towards work. According to
respondents, proceeding from the direction of the sphere, low qualification of personnel is most
obviously reflected at low indicators of sales. Dissatisfaction towards personnel is obvious at the
positions of all stages.
Though, at low stage, as the position of a consultant, they face the problem of specific knowledge
even more often. Despite the fact, that retraining of the job seekers is performed on the spot, due to
the specific character of the job, the claims of the employers are connected to the contingent of the
job seekers. The respondents explain, that in most cases, unsuccessful people seek the position of a
consultant, or those looking for a temporal job. In both cases, the attitude of the contingent towards
the work is casual, they think, that their obligation, is maximum, provision of superficial information
about the product to the customer.
„We deliver information to new personnel about any products to be sold. We explain how
they should provide service to the customer to make the decision-making process easier for
the customer. Though, in most cases, we spend energy inefficiently. I have one or two
consultants who provide positive sides of products to the customer convincingly. The rest
search even the name of the product in the inscriptions.“
Interestingly, the majority of respondents, characterising consultants, talk about shortage of their
social-emotional skills, such exact determination of the time format, punctuality, responsibility. For
example, the frequency of delays is the most common cause of firing from work. The problem
characteristic of this economic sector is the shortage of marketing department managers. In this
regard, problems are divided into two aspects. In one case, the problem arises due to exceeding
expectations of the employers, when they connect any decrease in the statistical indicators of sales
with wrong marketing planning. In the second case, the objectivity of the claims of the employers is
obvious and clear according to them.
”Job seekers often have a good resume, accompanied by certificates and diplomas. Actually,
when they get involved into practical business, they are very weak. I discovered, that there is
no serious marketing course in Georgia, where they teach marketing and not copying the
experience of other countries. Georgian customer is different due to social and economic level
of the country. There are many small matters to take into account for any activity. For
example: the slogan of advertising of kitchen “Only for women” should not be decided by only
marketing specialist. It requires group work , taking into account research, tests, practical
examples. The product failed, mainly men pay here and they avoided this kitchen set.”
(”Techno-lux”)

d). Hotels and restaurants
According to hotels and restaurants business representatives, the applications of job seekers, in
comparison to other spheres, is quite high. Consequently, filling vacant positions is not a problem.
Though, the outflow of employees is also high, due to high number of seekers of temporal or
seasonal employment, busy work schedules and low salaries.
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The employers think, that seasonal activity characteristic of hotels and restaurants sector, is an
important factor of selection of qualified personnel and preserving them at their workplaces. The
main part of respondents ensures preparation of selected personnel by its own resources, through
trainings. In addition, Tourism and Resorts Department of Georgia provides significant assistance in
seasonal preparation of personnel. Though due to low salary during off-season, the outflow of
prepared personnel, causes necessity of selection and training of personnel every year.
Besides low qualification and lack of professionalism, shortage of social skills of job seekers is
particular problem for the employers.
„Shortage of professional staff is a particularly urgent problem for our sphere. There is a big
flow of job seekers every year. When selecting personnel we make a particular emphasis on
their sense of responsibility. What standards are we talking about, when during the whole
day they are waiting for the end of the working hours. Satisfaction of the customer and
repeated visits of customers due to responsive service is not apriority for them, they have
irresponsible attitude towards work-for them it is a temporal, short-term source of small
income.“
e). Transport and communications
According to the results of research, this sphere is not distinguished for the lack of personnel. In this
regard the most striking is dissatisfaction of the representatives of the sphere of communications,
towards the positions of call-centre operators, which along with considering age quota, is connected
to good knowledge of foreign languages. According to respondents, employers face problems when
looking for specialists of Russian language, when filling Tbilisi, as well as regional service centres and
furthermore, it is important to have competent speech and speech culture.
It should be noted, that in this regard the requirements of the employers towards employees of
customer relations departments are identical for the representatives of financial institutions.
f). Manufacturing textile and textile products
Among organizations interviewed within the framework of the research, there was one organization,
whose activities are related to production of silk thread. Participation of the mentioned organization
obviously changes the picture of the economic sector in relation to the shortage of personnel, that is
why the problems of particular organization are presented in the report separately.
According to the representatives of”Sericulture revival and development foundation”, that there is a
problem of development of the sector in Georgia due to the shortage of professional personnel.
Moreover, they say, that finding qualified personnel is such a huge problem, that the employer
stresses attention on their skills rather than on their education and experience.
”Proceeding from the special character of our activities, we cannot receive 100% percent result in
relation to any vacancy. As production of silk thread is the sphere of our activities, the problem of
shortage of personnel is very urgent. Practical knowledge/experience and qualification are
required. There are no more specialists of silkworm care in the country, or they are so old, that
they cannot work on computers. They cannot keep up with the times. Today, when there is so
much material available in the internet about development of new technologies and sectors, they
don’t have basic computer skills, say nothing of foreign languages. Qualified personnel does not
know foreign languages and computer. Unqualified knows only foreign language and English.
There is complete chaos in this regard at the labour market. However we need knowledge and
skills. Nothing has been done in this sector for a long time, it can be said that sericulture is
nearing extinction.”
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Shortage of personnel is proved by one more fact, search for some vacancies at the internet sites
and media has been permanently going on over the past 3 years. Such professions are: master of
reeling thread, silk embroiderer, mechanical engineer of silk reeling machine, bio-scientist, and
chemist.
-

-

For thread reeling master and embroiderer it is important to know the specific character of
silk thread. Also, determination of the appropriate quantity of silk material during various
activities.
For mechanical engineer it is important to know the special character of silk reeling machine
and observe safety rules.
Bio-chemist requires relevant education for production of natural paint. Bio-chemist must
know information about the genetics of Georgian silkworm for fast determination of
production specifics and control of the quality of silk material.

According to respondents, in the past there were several ways of searching personnel. With the
objective of finding bio-chemists and embroiderers, they used to apply to Arts Academy and
Agricultural University. Though, as they say, by way of communicating with recruitment sites and
higher educational institutions, the result of work of the discovered personnel is so homogeneous,
that they find it difficult to name the best method.
Generally, the sphere of textile and textile products is not characterized by shortage of personnel.
Despite the specific character of activities, it is not difficult to find personnel. Respondents declare,
that for the sphere of their activities experienced personal is one of the most important factors, that
is why, it is a common practice in the sphere to recruit interns. Only in rare cases, there was difficulty
in finding a designer, though, it should be noted, and that qualification requirements of designers do
not stand out for strong arguments, as evaluation of professionalism of personnel is limited by the
dispute regarding issues of taste.
”We always argue with designers. They are good at making sketches, however, selection of
colours is a constant problem. For example: synthesis of blue and brown for decorative
materials, is not advantageous in my opinion, as it is designated for the customer with
exceptional taste. Young generation mainly make compositions which are unclear for me.
Practice showed me what is demanded at the market, and it is no use to argue with designers
on this subject.”
g). Agriculture
Within the framework of the research, among interviewed organizations in the sphere of agriculture
are “LEPL Scientific Research Centre of Agriculture” and biological economy “Elkana”. It should be
noted, that information of the representatives of the named organizations on the issue under review
applies on all regions of Georgia. The research showed, that the main problem of the sphere are the
changes implemented within the recent period. According to respondents, shortage of personnel,
mainly, is caused by the crisis of particular specialties in the agricultural sector. In particular, in the
recent period certain specialties were widened in agricultural technologies. As a result, finding of
qualified personnel of particular specialty became a problem. According to respondents, the need for
preparation of particular personnel, in the recent period, in the higher educational institutions, is
proved by the restoration processes of these specialities. These are:
-

Agronomist,
Agro chemist,
Soil scientist, plant protector.
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”Dilatants decided that there is little difference between agronomist and soil scientist, also
between agronomist and agro chemist and between agronomist and plant protector. Actually
the difference is huge. Agronomist is a specialist with general education, who may deal with
many directions of agriculture, but has no fundamental knowledge. That is why particular
specialties were independent, along with agricultural faculties. Paid tuition also delivered its
fruits (full-fledged study of these fields was limited), the market was not studied, that is why,
along with agro chemistry and plant protection, all existing services were closed.”
According to respondents, termination of soil fertility service and laboratories of soil research were
closed, which resulted in reduction of demand for soil scientists at the market. However, preparation
of the soil scientist profession, apart from agriculture, is very important for the sphere of
infrastructure and military activities, which caused the necessity of restoration of the speciality.
”14 agrochemical research laboratories were operating in the sphere of agriculture. None of
them operates today. This is the only organization, where we gathered from various institutes
and created small 7-8 people groups. The situation is critical in academies as well. When 66year old staff member is the youngest in the department, what academic education are we
talking about?!”
The respondents named problems characteristic of each speciality.
Soil scientist - ”In the beginning general chemistry, analytical chemistry, physical chemistry, colloid
chemistry and organic chemistry are taught. After learning these subjects, study of soil science
speciality and general biology starts. Soil science covers all these. If one does not know these levels,
he/she will never become a good specialist.”
Plant protector - ”It is the most difficult profession. There are chemical, biological, alternative
methods here, when all methods can be used equally, against plant diseases and pests, the desirable
result comes. Today, 40%-50% of harvest is lost due to pests and diseases. Simply, the plant
protector, when viewing vine must identify the disease exactly n order to cure it.”
Agro chemist - ”Studies one of the most important characteristics of soil-fertility. Agro chemist must
ensure plant with nutritional chemicals, in order to get good harvest. By means of laboratory analysis
agro chemist must determine composition of nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, micro elements,
humus in the soil. The latter is the most important. In Georgia humus deficient soils are formed, as
during many years they were not studied and balance has not been compiled.”
Food specialist - ”This is a speciality, which comprises water, plants, animals control.
Needs for specialities:
Soil scientist - ”The minimal requirement is the knowledge of field work. He must make a soil cut,
describe it, which is called morphological description. Must be able to make genetic horizons,
genetics of soil origin. As there are only 69 brown soils in the world, out of them there are 46 types in
Georgia.”
Plant protector - ”Protect harvest, give recommendations to soil scientist and agro chemist. Have
active communication with farmers and provide consultations with regard to prevention of plants
from diseases , from sowing to harvesting. At the same time, determine methods of receipt of
ecologically pure products, in order to receive harvest safe for humans.”
Agro-chemist - ”Agro-chemist must know how to take analytical sample of soil, in order to know the
percentage of humus, nutrients or nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium and micro elements contain and
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make a diagnosis-what culture to develop, what measures to take, what recommendations to provide
to farmers,”
Food specialist - ”This field used to be called hygienist, and it was studied in the Medical Institute.
The candidate may have various higher educations-social health protection, hygienist, preventive
medicine, veterinary, specialist of standardization and quality management, food technologist,
biologist or chemist. One should know food legislation and control mechanisms very well. Know risk
assessment techniques. Be computer literate, as there is much work with tables. One should know
English very well, as information is mainly available in English literature.”
The research result showed that there is shortage of lawyers in the sphere, who work on the
protection of farmers’ rights. For the lawyers of this sector it is very important to know the
environment protection issues and agriculture legislation. For example, according to respondents,
currently a law is in force which prohibits exchange of seeds. The interviewed consider, that such
attitude to exchange of seeds in the law has been adopted from EU legislation, where agriculture
system is absolutely different. There are similar problems with regard to food safety legislation.
For agricultural sphere in the field of food safety, nutrition specialist is in the list of scarce personnel.
”It is a specialist, who must work in the Ministry of Health Protection and Agriculture. Must
prepare diet for schools, kindergartens, there must be relevant legislative standards, which
will be developed and dealt with by the nutritionist, in the restaurants and catering
facilities,”
Adjara
It should be noted, that proceeding from the special character of research selection, which meant
interviewing large organizations within the framework of the research, in Adjara we most often come
across construction, real estate transactions, rent and provision of services to the customer, hotel
and restaurant business and trading. Consequently, among organizations, interviewed within the
framework of the research, representatives of specific economic sector prevail.
It became clear, that in Adjara, according to respondents, even in the conditions of high
unemployment, the employers find it difficult to find and attract the necessary personnel. On the
one hand, the interviewed note, that the number of job seekers exceeds the number of announced
vacancies. Reduction of the demand of the market on the production cycle causes cyclic
unemployment. On the other hand, low professionalism of candidates and the circumstance, that
personnel for a number of professions is not prepared in the region, in most cases, cases structural
unemployment. According to the results of the research, it is obvious, that there is significant
imbalance between demand and supply of the workforce.
The study revealed that it is difficult for the employers to find specialists of high education
qualification (specialist-professional), personnel of construction and service spheres. Also, the
shortage of personnel is obvious in such economic spheres, which require technical workforce. There
is high demand for craftspeople. According to respondents, despite educational reforms being
implemented, the knowledge and skills of modern personnel inconsistent with market demands
reflect inefficiency of educational program. As a result, the quality of work performance remains an
urgent issue, which is reflected at productivity and competitiveness.
”There is lack of personnel in the regions. In particular, the lack of engineering personnel is
obvious. In other words, there is shortage of professional builders. The reason for this is non39

existence of the relevant professional educational institutions, which unfortunately is
reflected on the deficit of specific knowledge and skills.” (Construction)
”There are not many qualified workers who can o keep up with the times. Modern
technologies pose other demands. Within current market conditions, we try to do everything
in optimal option, professional personnel is required for this purpose. For example, I did not
manage to find a person working on isolation of the roof in Batumi. Sometimes we bring
Turks and sometimes Iranians. I hired several local people for this work, but after one month
we faced a problem of isolations. The isolation material was resistant to ultraviolet rays of
the sun. it requires qualification. I am talking about lack of such specialists, whom you can
trust the work and they will undertake the responsibility for the performed work.”
(Construction)
There is lack of highly qualified personnel in the market, that is why part of employers cannot pay
salary relevant to qualification. Which, for example, causes problems for restaurant and hotel
business. In addition, there is a number of professions, which, according to respondents, are
deficient in the regions, these are: lawyer, doctor, civil engineer, mechanical engineer, architect,
accountant, financier, marketing manager, sales manager, which is connected to the increase of
mobility tendency of the labour market. The capital city is more attractive for professional personnel,
where there are more chances of employment and professional growth, which in turn, causes
increase of domestic migration.
”We experience terrible deficit of specialists. When we announce vacancies for the children
doctors of various directions, there is so little staff, that one and the same person works at 5
places and he/she does not want to go for an interview to the sixth organization. We don’t
have children resuscitator, angiologist, allergist. For example, there is only one specialist of
abnormal morphology in Adjara, according to needs.” (Health care and social assistance)
The research revealed that the employers do not realize how to increase the capacity of production
by strategic management of human resources. It is obvious, that they attach less importance to the
human resources planning, on the one hand, and in addition, creation of stable conditions for their
development and identification of long-term perspectives. For example, it is impossible to deal with
modern requirements of the labour market without preparation of qualified personnel.
For example, in particular sector, such as production of various types, it is characteristic of the region
to fill the vacancies with foreign personnel, for example Turkish specialists, which, obviously, is
reflected by geographical location of Adjara region. As a result of implementation of modern
technologies in the production sphere, a need for qualified mechanical engineers arouse at the
market. The qualification of local personnel does not satisfy the requirements of the employers.
The respondents think, that workers hired from abroad have more information about modern
technologies than local workers. In addition, selection of workers from Turkey is caused by Turkish
manufacture of machinery of enterprises and construction organizations. Besides, it is important,
that it is financially advantageous to hire them. Otherwise, the respondents have to invite specialists
from Europe, but their salary requirements exceed financial capabilities of the organizations.
”We automatic production, new equipment, and we don’t have workers at all. We have to
hire Turkish employees for main equipment. Georgian employees are assisting. Mechanical
engineer must know the equipment very well and be aware how to work on it, know
architecture, design. 40 foreigners work with machinery at our factory. We don’t have local
personnel qualified for this work We try to replace them by local personnel, but we did not
manage to do it for two years. This equipment is so expensive, that we cannot trust it to
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inexperienced and unprofessional personnel.” (Wood processing and production of wood
goods)
Samegrelo
Samegrelo region, within the framework of the research is represented by large organizations of
Zugdidi, Poti and Senaki. It should be noted, that in view of the number of employees and vacant
positions, the selection of the organizations to be interviewed was conducted mainly in Poti. The
research showed, that large organizations, operating in Zugdidi, mainly represent the sphere of state
governance. The leading position in the business sector is held by production, in particular, nuts
gathering and processing businesses and trading. In this direction it was interesting to define
professions demanded in Zugdidi and in general, the specific character of the labour market, though,
within the qualitative research, generalization of the research issues, according to region, appeared
to be impossible, due to the following reasons:
-

The sphere of food production is filled by enterprises engaged in nuts business, though their
vacant positions are seasonal and in addition, mainly, for the performance of one particular
work, which does not require any qualification or skills;

-

There are many representatives of financial activities and communications sphere in the
region, though, they are regional representations and consequently, refuse to participate in
the research.

In Poti large organizations are mainly presented in the sphere of transport and communication,
trade, services, industry and also education. The transport and services sphere in many cases is
connected by organizations, whose main activity is transportation of vehicles.
The most part of the representatives of the interviewed organizations emphasises shortage of
personnel. Within the framework of the research, it became obvious, that there are problems in
finding academic, as well as professional workers.
According to respondents, the deficit of young personnel is particularly urgent. Which is caused by
mass outflow of young personnel from the city. Consequently, according to representatives of Poti
business organizations, replacement of personnel is often a problem. The age of employees is often
inadequate to the specific character of the work to be performed. The employers prefer to retain
experienced personnel, as proceeding from low qualification of new personnel, their preparation is
connected with heavy expenses.
”Container shipping is a new business in Georgia (it exists for only 10 years). Professions
related to this business have not been taught in higher educational institutions. The people
we employed in the beginning are still working for us. That is why one and the same
employees work in this type of business. Even marketing speciality has its own special
character for this business, which is not taught here.” (Transport and communication/service)
”The lack of staff is conditioned by the fact that old welders are already old-aged. Young welders are
self taught and are not high level specialists. There is a lack of electricians. There is lack of
professional knowledge, there are no relevant educational institutions. They can perform simple
works, for example, replace cables, but there is shortage of professional electricians for new
equipment.” (Agriculture)
The interviewed businesses mainly experience shortage of the following personnel: mechanical
engineer, economist, accountant, as well as positions of marine sphere specifics. In the answers of
the respondents we often see their hopeless attitude in relation to finding professional personnel in
the mentioned spheres.
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”It may be said that in Georgia there are no professions of our profile. The reason is that none of
educational institutions in Georgia prepares marine cartographers and hydrographs. Academic
qualification is more acceptable for us, because it is a very important sphere and mainly requires
professional personnel. For example, it is impossible to find specialists of navigation marks service,
specialists of International Association of Lighthouse standards. Consequently, those employed here
don’t have professional education in the mentioned sphere.” (Service sphere)
”There is lack of professional staff. The reason is outflow of professional personnel. Specialists used to
be Russian, Armenians, Greeks. They left, Georgians did not study, consequently, deficit arouse.
Imagine, there is shortage of electricians, who can perform computer diagnostics of trucks. We don’t
have car engine, suspension system, car body repairers. We have modern trucks, but Georgians do
not know their special character.” (Transport)
”I encountered a problem looking for a technical accountant. He/she must have professional
education in depreciation of vehicles, accounting of fuel expenditure. It is a technical accountant and
not a financial, accountant. It is impossible to find such in Georgia.” (Transport)
The research showed, that significant expansion is expected from those businesses, which operate in
the sphere of transportation, electricity, processing industry, education. The salary of workers in the
mentioned spheres is quite high according to respondents. However, regardless of this fact, even in
the conditions of unemployment, the employers do not hope to find professional personnel. The
only way out is in-service training or sending workers abroad, though both means at this stage are
problematic for employers due to insufficient financial resources and lack of the human resources
management strategy. That is why, the employers of Poti most actively speak of the necessity of
professional education institutions and training courses, which will have educational programs based
on actual needs.
Imereti
Among large organizations interviewed in Imereti region we mainly come across organizations of
manufacturing industry sector. Mining of heat and power minerals, chemical production, production
of rubber and plastic are developed in the region. In addition, business operating in the sphere of
trade and hotels and restaurants are quite common.
Interestingly, despite the level of urbanization of the region, it is obvious from the statements of
respondents that unemployment is a serious problem in the region. According to respondents, there
are approximately 40-50 candidates for one announced vacancy, though, imbalance between the
requirements of the employers and the abilities of job seekers is very frequent.
The representatives of trade and hotel and restaurant business manage to find workers most easily
in the region. Despite the fact, that they often have claims with regard to qualification of the
personnel, the number of candidates to fill the vacancies influences the timely filling of the vacant
positions. The great demand and high proportion of the existing staff comes on sellers, man power
and proceeding from the special character of organizations, service personnel.
In this sphere the problem of professional education is the most urgent. According to respondents,
vacancies of hotel service personnel, restaurant waiters, sellers are demanded by those with
vocational education or experienced received in the family. They don’t have any professional
education, required by particular spheres. That is why mainly, they apply to in-service training and
don’t expect professional personnel.
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As to various sectors of manufacturing industry, the biggest problem is the age of the personnel.
Proceeding from the fact that in Imereti industrial sectors have always been developed, old
generations used to transfer knowledge of particular professions. Though in recent years
implementation of modern technologies and inadequacy of the age of the personnel have added to
the problems. Moreover, same as in other regions, the respondents complain of non-existence of
particular personnel in Georgia.
”The enterprise always experiences shortage of personnel proceeding from the special
character of the business and age-related inadequacy, it is desirable, that people aged 18-40
would work in the company as mechanics, electricians, mining engineers. The enterprise has
particular norms. Repairing a car, working with equipment, underground cabling require
specific knowledge. We will teach young people, but it is a certain risk. One must undertake a
responsibility in order to give practical knowledge in the mine, not theoretical. That is why it
is important to receive theoretical knowledge in the professional institution, in order to apply
theoretical knowledge in practical work.” (Mining industry)
Racha
In research selection methodology Racha was represented by 5 organizations, as urbanely small and
at the same time, region with low potential of business development. It should be noted, that within
the framework of the research, it became necessary to connect to the governor in order to receive
consent for the interview of the respondent. Regardless of the fact, that during preliminary contact
respondents obviously expressed a wish to cooperate, they refused to talk to researchers when the
latter visited them. The reason, as they said was lack of time. Consequently, replacement of
organizations chosen during selection by other large organizations, caused separate problems, due
to difficulty in finding such.
It should be noted, that in Racha qualification and skills are not the biggest problem, and the
problem is small number of capable of working population. Each respondent says that mass outflow
of young people does not allow for creation of workplaces. That is why business sector in the region
is much undeveloped.
Agriculture is the leading sphere in the region, though, in this sector, also, we come across mainly
individual entrepreneurs, or domestic self-employed households.
It is difficult to determine the deficit professions, because the region due to high indicator of
migration of the workforce experiences shortage of specialists of various sectors, and lack of
development of many economic spheres.
”The clinic in the region is well-equipped and the conditions are very good, but we don’t have
a traumatologist and a urologist. We have recently invited endocrinologist, who will come
twice a month to the region (which is not sufficient) and receive patients. These are three
important specialists which the clinic must have, but it doesn’t.”
”We don’t have kindergarten teachers with relevant qualification. There used to be I.
Gogebashvili State University, where one studied the program of the kindergarten. Now if the
personnel does not undergo trainings, they don’t receive education in that field. There are no
speech therapists, psychologists in the region.”
”It is difficult to find a specialist of foreign languages in the region, young people all went to
the city. We don’t have teachers and doctors, not to mention development of business. There
are mini wine factories and 3-4 people work there. We always could make wine and we
succeed in it.”
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Shida Kartli
Out of large organizations of Shida Kartli, the most common are organizations operating in the
sphere of agriculture, trade and education. Proceeding from economic directions of the spheres,
variety of deficit personnel is less characteristic of the region.
Among demanded professions in Shida Kartli, most frequent are representatives of agriculture
sphere, among them, particularly, agronomists and chemical specialists.
The employers expect from educational institutions only personnel of particular specialties, such as
economic, business administration and specialists of foreign languages.
”In our sphere we experience shortage of professional qualified personnel. It is farmers’
service centre, we don’t limit ourselves to trading with chemicals only, we also consult
farmers on the use of chemicals. That is why personnel with higher education in this sphere is
very important for us. Good qualified personnel in chemicals sector is very rare. All have
information only on the basis of experience” (Agriculture)
”There are few soil scientists with higher education in Georgia. Such specialists are very
important in our sphere. For example, we have planted vine, and in some places soil was
highly acid and vine shouldn’t have been planted there. It was caused by lack of
knowledge..”(Agriculture)
”A good agronomist for whom professional education and experience are enough, is very
rare. For example, we had a young employee with higher education and only theoretic
knowledge. He gave advice to customers from books and then harvest in the villages spoiled.
” (Agriculture)
Mtskheta-Mtianeti
The research showed that in Mtskheta-Mtianeti respondents do not consider finding administrative
staff and hiring qualified personnel to be a problem. Technical personnel is among deficient
professions of the region. It is especially difficult to find technical personnel in the sphere of
production. Out of deficient technical professions, representatives of production sphere name the
following professions: electricians, electromechanicians, and engineers. According to them, there are
few people of this profession in the market and consequently, it is difficult to select personnel.
”Proceeding from the fact that there are not many enterprises in the country, this sphere is
characterized by deficiency of technical personnel. For about half a year we have been
looking for a specialist of electronics-for the position of mechanic and finally we hired a
qualified person from Tbilisi, because in this region we unfortunately did not manage to find
one.”
It should be noted, that in the enterprise many employees are refugees from Akhalgori. Refugees get
employed mainly at low positions. According to the employers these people don’t have agricultural
land and consequently, employment in business is one of the most important sources of their
income. That is why application for low positions is quite frequent.
Samtskhe-Javakheti
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Among organizations interviewed in Samtskhe-Javakheti local production, construction, restaurants
and hotels and trade spheres are leading. As it was expected in Borjomi, as in resort zone, hotels and
restaurants, production of Borjomi water and construction business are more developed in
comparison with other sectors. In Akhaltsikhe, out of large businesses we mainly encounter trade
and construction spheres.
According to spheres, alike employers of other regions, the demand for deficient personnel and
claims are similar. In production sphere Samtskhe-Javakheti experiences shortage of mechanical
engineers, laboratorian-chemists, microbiologists, electricians, which is connected to
implementation of new machinery in enterprises and generally, innovative development of
production sphere.
”We need microbiologist very much. We also needed chemist. When we read data of the
applicants and met with them, out of five people who claimed to be chemists only one named
chemical formula of water.” (Drinks production)
”Enterprises experience shortage of the following personnel: chemists, electricians, also
plasterers, because these professions are not taught today, consequently the interest among
population is minimal. It is difficult to find qualified electricians and plasterers. Also, existence
of Chemical Faculty in higher educational institutions in its current form makes no sense. All
over the country all enterprises require chemists and what is taught in higher institutions?
(Drinks production)
The demand for accountants is striking among interviewed in Samtskhe-Javakheti. Most of
interviewed organizations, despite the sector, speak of low qualification of accountants. The
respondents say, that quite a lot of people have accounting education in the region, which is proved
by applications for announced vacancies. Though, due to low qualification, the outflow of personnel
employed at the positions of accountants is very frequent.
”Our region experiences lack of personnel. There is no accountant in the region. All have
diplomas, though they don’t know even basic issues. Personally I, having faced difficulty in
finding a good accountant, studied accounting issues myself.” (Trade)
”Our region experiences lack of accountants. In Aspindza we don’t have expert accountants.”
(Hotel)
”We experience shortage of lawyers, foreign language (Turkish) specialists, professional accountant,
qualified drivers. Our company is engaged in import and due to bad performance of drivers, we often
have disputes with customers. That is why we need a good lawyer as well. The owner of the company
is a Turk and we did not manage to find a good specialist of Turkish, in order to have a contact person
in the organization.” (Import of construction materials)
Hotels and restaurants business, alike trade sphere, is more or less talking of deficiency of personnel.
Respondents of this sphere, moreover, speak of problems caused by qualification and
professionalism of personnel. It is important, that the most part of the interviewed, proceeding from
the experience, know very well, that there is no use to demand any special knowledge or skills from
service personnel when hiring and the knowledge and skills acquired by them on the spot after
trainings are more appreciated.
”Shortage of waiters and cooks is urgent. Each of these professions requires specific
knowledge, experience, and ability to work with customers, which personnel working in our
region lacks. We send them for trainings to the Tourism department, or prepare them on the
spot. There is no other way to find the relevant personnel in our region.” (Restaurant)
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Within the framework of the research, among organizations interviewed in Samtskhe-Javakheti there
was an organization of agricultural sphere, which most actively cooperates with small and medium
agricultural organizations of the region. Consequently, the interview with the respondent was quite
informative for clear view of the situation in the agricultural sphere. According to the respondent,
despite active participation of Samtskhe-Javakheti in agriculture, the region has a big problem of
deficient personnel.
The respondent considers, that in the region it is impossible to find specialists with academic
education in the sphere of agriculture-veterinarians, agronomists and chemists. The professional
education cannot satisfy the requirements of the employers. On the other hand, inviting personnel
from other regions causes problems, because one can find highly qualified and experienced
personnel in the Western part or Kakheti region. The territorial distance causes separate problems
for the employer.
”Our sphere experiences shortage of personnel most of all. Mainly, there is deficit of
veterinarians, agronomists, chemists. We have 5 shops, where we don’t have a professional
veterinarian with diploma. Our employees have undergone local veterinarian courses.
Though, the level of professional education fails to satisfy our requirements, we need
veterinarians with higher education.” (Agriculture)
Kvemo Kartli
According to the selection methodology, within the framework of the research, in Kvemo Kartli
region we interviewed large organizations operating in the sphere of transport and communication,
agriculture, construction and production.
The current situation in agriculture, construction and industry of Kvemo Kartli, related to deficit of
personnel in the region is similar to problems of Shida Kartli. Regardless of the fact that Rustavi, as
an industrial zone stands out for a large number of organizations of production sphere, according to
respondents, most of them are engaged in manufacturing of only one product. The interviewed said,
that as a result of minimal load of work of the enterprises, unemployment has significantly increased
in the city, though it mainly concerned man power. The demand for qualified academic personnel is
so huge, that some of them work for several enterprises. Such professions include mechanical
engineer, chemists, IT specialists, marketing managers.
The deficiency of agricultural personnel with higher education is urgent for the region and also the
region experiences shortage of qualified accountants.
”We don’t have a veterinarian. We need a good veterinarian. When a diseases spreads we
find it difficult to determine the dose of vaccination. It is also difficult to find an agronomist.
Is there a good agronomist in Georgia? The Agricultural Institute was not popular during
many years and many spheres face the problem of professionals.” (Agriculture)
”In our sphere there is a serious problem of shortage of qualified personnel. We need
bacteriologists, chemists, standardizers. The education is conducted by various methods,
there is no unified normative document.” (Service)

Kakheti
In Kakheti regions, large organizations are mainly represented by wine-making enterprises, state
governmental organizations and industry sector. It should be noted, that recently, maybe due to
non-availability of future vacancies, within the framework of the research, the most part of
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organizations which participated in the research were not considered as subjects participating in the
research, that is why economic directions of organizations participating in the research are different.
Within the framework of one economic direction, only several wine-making enterprises are
presented. Representatives of organizations employed in agriculture speak of shortage of
professional personnel in the region. It is difficult to find personnel for the positions of agronomists,
chemists, due to low level specific education.
It should be noted, that medical sphere, alike other regions, experiences deficiency of medical
workers of a particular profile. It is a problem in the region to find children cardiologists, urologists,
endocrinologists. According to the representatives of clinic LLC “Novmed”, there are few doctors of
this profile in the region and all of them are already employed in other clinics. Due to high
competitiveness, it is difficult to invite doctors from other clinics in case of need. Finally, it has a
negative impact on the image of clinics.
Despite the fact that wine-making is one of priority activities of the region, representatives of this
sphere complain of deficiency of wine laboratory specialists. According to their information, there
are many enterprises and all professional personnel is employed. And in part of enterprises
nonprofessional personnel is employed in wine laboratories.
It is interesting, that wine tourism, that has recently developed in Georgia, has increased
participation of tourists in the process of vintage or wine processing in Kakheti region. The
respondents say, that during the recent period there is high demand on observation of the winemaking process on behalf of the tourist groups, in many cases, interpreters fail to describe
comprehensively the process conducted by specific technology to the guests. That is why, there is
high demand of simultaneous interpreters of foreign languages (Russian, English) in the region.

Problems related to selection of personnel and ways of problem solution
As already mentioned, the most part of interviewed organizations, despite the region and economic
sphere, find it difficult to select qualified personnel, due to several main reasons:
 Personnel of specific professions oriented on modern demands is not prepared in the
country, due to inconsistency of educational program modules of higher and professional
educational institutions with the demands of labour market; businesses do not know how to
find professional personnel and don’t have the skills of selection, which will ensure
coherence of the qualification of new personnel and work specifics;
 Business is not oriented on long-term development of the personnel..
It should be noted, that in the principles of selection of employees, proceeding from the job status,
or special character of the positions, two main approaches have been identified. The respondents
prefer to find man power on the recommendations of relatives or friends. They select other types of
specialists and service personnel on the basis of a resume and interview, relying on the information
about education of the job seekers and impressions received at the interview. When hiring
employees an exception is selection for special positions of economic sphere, such financier, risk
manager, business administration manager, which require special knowledge and skills. In such cases
the employers consider experience of the job seekers as the main demand.
According to the interviewed, the programs of higher and professional educational institutions are
not oriented on the demands of the market. They think, that training of personnel, creation of
professional schools, which will teach personnel in the direction of demanded specialities, will
facilitate development of business and consequently, reduction of unemployment.
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It is a common practice for the spheres of financial activities, service provision, trade, transport and
communication retraining of personnel on the spot by way of trainings. Part of representatives of
their mentioned spheres have their own training centres due to standards and special character of
activities.
„We have a training centre of human resources department. We have a trainer and a
coordinator. One direction is service sphere, products service and service plus, and the other
direction is preparation of technical personnel. We also invite specialists from foreign
countries or send our employees abroad for trainings. For example, we send main technical
staff to China. Operators permanently need information about new products, in order to
know products well, that is why training-centres is a must for our sphere.” (LLC “Smart”)
”We train new employees for any operational position. Training lasts for approximately 3-6
months. If there is any gap, we conduct “refreshment” trainings and give them a chance to fill
the gap. We have many components of trainings. These are not only classroom trainings.
Video trainings can also be provided. We use all means to fill lack of knowledge. Besides
making emphasis on products and knowledge of specific products, the course also includes
sales skills, service plus, communication skills. We also have additional trainings for those,
who want to master the skill of negotiations.” (Banking)
”We teach pharmacology in the training centre. They receive knowledge about medicines,
with which they will have to deal in future. The course lasts for a month and a half, then we
have an internship. The students pass exams after all stages. They leave in the process of
learning, as well as during internship. Sometimes they understand, that they were not born to
work in this sphere. Sometimes we cease relations because we understand, that thy cannot
study the material or they have skills but don’t have appropriate motivation. We also conduct
trainings for existing and permanent employees in the sphere of sales and service.”
(Pharmacy-service)
Representatives of production and industrial spheres use the practice of in-service training, though
the principle of training is training in the conditions of practical activities and not a theoretical
course. The research showed, that the method common for this sphere is the use of knowledge of
old experienced specialists for the development of new personnel.
According to respondents, organization operating in any sphere of manufacturing or industry, has a
different and at the same time individual specific character. In some cases activities are based on
such specifics, that in-service training is the only way out for the employer. Otherwise, it is
impossible to take into account all types of rare specific knowledge in the educational programs of
the educational institutions. Among representatives of the sphere there are such, who involve
specialists invited from abroad for training o0f the personnel or send the personnel abroad for
advanced training.
”There is no large-scale production of cement in Georgia. I mean the whole cycle of
production. For example: the furnace operator. Other enterprises will not require him because
they don’t have furnaces. We did not expect that any professional educational institution
would prepare personnel for us. That is why we have worked out our own educational
program taking into account state standards and those standards, which are required from
workers occupied at this position. We teach profession to all personnel, to high level as well
as low level man power. We have taught the profession to the chiefs of workshops as well.”
”We have e-learning method, in addition we send personnel abroad to teach them the
profession. Heidelberg cement has branches in Germany and all over the world. They teach
according to the program which is tailored to our company. Not only specific professions are
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taught, but all our procedures. For example: a furnace, how to manufacture. How to turn it
off, how to turn it on. In case of occurrence of any problem how to eliminate it. Everything is
computerized here. All data comes to the computer. The employees are taught to read this
data in the computer and so on. None of technical or higher educational institutions can
teach this..”
”In order to fill the deficit of professional knowledge we hire candidates on a contract basis,
interns for up to 3-6 months and provide in-service trainings, we also send them to Tbilisi “PR
Academy”, Batumi marine academy. We sent employees to Norway Jefferson marine
cartography programs training centre, Romania-Constanta hydrographic training centre, to
Ukraine, England.” (Ensuring safety of navigation in the zone of Georgian maritime
responsibility (Service body)
The position expressed by organizations towards trainings, is mainly caused by financial problems.
Some of respondents request trainings for specific specialities, such as the expert of modern
technologies, various mechanics, engineers, repairers of machinery, mechanizers. Also there is high
demand for study by financial managers and accountants of working with financial documents and
changes in legislating.
According to the employers, very efficient is in-service training of personnel, in the organization or in
the enterprise. Most of the interviewed are satisfied with the results of trainings in own enterprise.
Large organizations operating in the sphere of manufacture and industry consider the existing
practice to be of vital importance for the manufacture and explain by hopeless condition. On the
other hand, education of specialists in the mode of observation of the activities of the qualified
personnel requires from the organization much time and labour costs.
”It has been almost 1 year since we have started in-service training of personnel and out of 70
people there are 7-8 who became specialists. Though in-service training does not apply to all
specialities. It is impossible. I am looking for a highly paid technologist, who has the ability to
analyse. Has theoretical knowledge and is ready to live in Dedoplistskaro. I am ready to send
him abroad for advanced training. After return I am ready to bring one more specialist and
teach for three months how to work on the machinery. I have been looking for such employee
for one year. Failed so far.” (Food production)
”Investors, managers of production brought from abroad experienced personnel and
methodologists, who taught local staff the peculiarities of meat processing. At present we
have 95% local staff. But it took much time and energy, not to say anything of the finance.”
(Food production)
”We had such practice, that we delivered lectures to the operators of fuel stations in all
regions of Georgia on basic physics and gas-filling stations. Out of 250 students 100
understood at least something, the rest remained as they were, there is no choice, from the
second stage selection 10% appeared good at work, if the personnel has no basis you can
explain nothing to them.” )Service sphere LLC “Wissol Petroleum Georgia”)
The need for specific knowledge and experience
The research showed, that in some cases the job seekers fail to satisfy the requirements of the
employers. Their dissatisfaction concerns specific knowledge and minimum level of experience, as
well as specific skills, which is mandatory for certain professions. Below are quotes of those
respondents who expressed dissatisfaction with hired personnel and described the reasons of
dissatisfaction.
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The problem of specific knowledge is mainly obvious on the following positions:
- Export and sales manager - ”Could not even make formulas in excel program, not to say
anything of statistical forecasting. Had difficulties in analysis of efficiency of customer
relationship, calculation of income and expenses.”
- Financier - ”Could not arrange financial records keeping. For example: if today the price of oil
in the market is GEL 3, I cannot sell it for GEL 8. In order to make an adequate value, the
production must cost me at least GEL2.80. The financier must be able to analyse how the
enterprise should make the cost GEL 2.80 for particular production. I could not find a person
who knows this issue for years.”
- Mechanics and mechanic engineers - ”Did not ensure proper operation of machines. Did not
know methods of boring and could not guess the reason of breaking of machines.”
- Bacteriologist - ”Bacteriologist should be able to count transferred bacteria, how many
bacteria were recorded for a square millimetre. I tried to train, but received no result. It
requires higher education with relevant practice in bacteriological institute”;
- Designer - ”Only external design is not enough, the designer must know, how simple or hard
it is to perform, for the customer to understand, according to what criteria particular
product is evaluated”;
- Mince operator - ”Should be able to distinguish between beef and pork mince by colour
features. Consequently must understand the quality of meat, as meat is more perishable
product, than mince. Must know what mince will be made of particular pieces of meat. What
ingredients to add and what taste to receive”.;
- Puff pastry and croissants master - ”Must know correct puffing, special character of making
layers, folding, oil dosing, temperature and so on.”.
- Stuffer - ”Must know what product to make in which mold. Cooked sausages, cervelas,
cooked or semi-smoked.”
- Smoking master - ”Smoking furnace is universal by its structure and it requires specific work.
The furnace almost itself tells you what and when to do, but generally, one must know how
to work with such furnace, in order to place products according to positions and control the
smoking process, at the same time, the time and level of adding sawdust must be
determined.”
-

Electrician - ”During the interview he did not manage to indicate which was closer and which
was breaker.”
Mechanic - ”Could not distinguish elementary drawings and figures. As if he had no
theoretical education.”

-

Engineer - ”Could not read drawings. When he receives any detail he must be able to read it.
He must know how to read elementary drawings. I want to say, that drawing is not welltaught in higher educational institutions. A person with higher education comes and cannot
read drawings. Most of them cannot even draw, which is the most important obligation of a
good engineer.”

-

Machine operator - ”Today machines are operated by computer programs. We hired a
specialist and he did not manage to operate them. At the interview he made a good
impression, but at practice he did not manage to do anything due to lack of knowledge in
modern technologies.”

-

CISCO specialist - ”Did not have knowledge of global and local communications and did not
have CCNA, CCNP, MCSE certificates. In relations to networks lack of knowledge is a
problem.”
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-

Graphic designer - ”As a minimum he should know graphical programs.”

Relationship with professional educational institutions
Part of organizations participating in the research have active relationship with vocational schools
with the objective of attraction or training of personnel, or sometimes professional internships of
students at the enterprises and organizations. Part of respondents could not specify the names of
vocational schools , the list of vocational schools named during the research is as follows:
Economic activity

Vocational schools
Tbilisi

Health care

Nursing Colleges Association

Hotels and restaurants

Vocational school ”Culinarium”

Hotels and restaurants

Vocational school ”Ikarus”

Communication

Vocational school ”Grena”

Wood processing and wood products
manufacturing

Vocational school ”Spectrum”

Real estate transactions, rent and provision of
services to the customer

Vocational school (in Gagarin street)

Adjara
Trade

Tbilisi Technical University
Vocational school “Bleksi”
Vocational school ”Black Sea”
Vocational school ”New wave”
Samegrelo

Service sphere

Vocational school ”Lazika”

Shipbuilding

Poti N12 vocational school

Service sphere

Vocational school ”Phasis”
Imereti

Chemical production

Auto-college
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Mining and quarrying, except for mining of heat
and power minerals

Vocational school ”Profunitiv”

Racha
Education

Vocational school ”Erkvani”
Kvemo Kartli

Production of electrical, electronic and optical
equipment

Vocational school “Module”

Samtskhe-Javakheti
Trade

Akhaltsikhe Lyceum

Trade

Vocational school “Tolerant”

Kakheti
Wine-making

Vocational school “Aisi”

Respondents think, that the system of preparation of higher and professional qualification personnel
in the country requires improvement of quality with the objective of territorial and financial
availability. One of the reasons of shortage of qualified personnel is the lack of vocational schools.
Within the framework of the research, the interviewed named particular professions, whose
deficiency is obvious today and vocational schools should be oriented on teaching of demanded
professions. The research showed, that respondents are expecting from vocational schools the
development of the following personnel: power engineers, turners, metal workers, mechanics,
mechanics of refrigerators, operators of automatic loaders, drivers, mounters, electricians, cooks,
waiters, specialists of goods operations, accountants.
Means of searching employees
The research showed that employers apply to different means of searching employees. In regions
the ways of searching for employees with the help of relatives and friends is especially popular.
Searching personnel in these ways is very wide-spread for low positions, than for the vacancies of
specialists. In some cases, the respondents inside the sphere, apply to the method of employment
personnel of other organizations for a probation period. We come across such cases mainly in the
process of searching for deficient personnel, such civil engineers, mechanical engineers, repairers of
machines, mechanizers, geodesist, agronomists, veterinarians, financiers.
”We don’t place announcements on the site of public service bureau, because these are shortterm jobs and we hire seasonally on contractual basis, we don’t announce contests publicly.
That is why we send our demands in written form to vocational schools, universities and
select candidates. This year we might consider participation of non-governmental
organizations for more transparency. We cooperate with employment agency of Batumi, but
we haven’t employed anybody from there.” (Tourism)
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”In hiring of employees the recommendation of relatives and friends plays an important
role. I don’t use internet site, because I think that nobody will come to work from another
city.” (Imereti LLC “Blackgold”)
As a result of research the following means of employment were named:
-

Internet sites (www.jobs.ge www.icr.ge www.hr.com.ge www.dasaqmeba.ge,
www.facebook.com www.worknet.gov.ge www.hr.gov.ge )
Newspaper “Sitkva da saqme”.
Regional televisions and radio (news ticker or textual announcements)
”We publish at our web page, jobs.ge, hr.com.ge. In the regions we use radio, news ticker.
HR disseminates in the social network. In the newspaper with which we cooperate. When
narrow qualification is concerned, in this case we ask for recommendations in order to obtain
information. We, HRs cooperate with each other and exchange information. We are members
of HR groups, social networks. HR understands very well on what we focus. I have sent and
received CVs many times. There are occasions when we keep resumes, which we didn’t use.
Because we see this person on another position in different sphere. If we need it, we use it,
and if any HR asks for such in our group we send it. All ways and methods are acceptable
when good personnel is concerned.” (Silknet)

Among listed internet means most popular way to search personnel is through www.jobs.ge and
www.facebook.com. The respondents consider that both of them have many users and
consequently, placing a vacancy is the determinant of quick search of personnel.
From the replies of respondent the use of www.hr.gov.ge and www.worknet.gov.ge with the
objective of search of personnel is less common among employers. Part of respondents possesses
information about their existence, though they haven’t cooperated with them and consequently
cannot characterize them. Mainly state organizations and a small part of business sector, mainly in
Tbilisi, have information about the mentioned services.
”I am very satisfied with the relationship with worknet. It helped us to find promo girls. For
higher positions we haven’t cooperated with them, but I am sure they will succeed in it as
well. We sent a request and they offered the exact personnel as we required. They are very
attentive. They not only send personnel and finish relationship, they observe each of them
closely and are interested in their performance.” (LLC “Marshe”)
”I don’t know to what extent it is a weak point of worknet.gov.ge, but they cannot send you
resumes of candidates. They send only a list, but we also collect lists. The positive side is that
they send us particular candidates, who are informed about vacancies.” (Medical corporation
Evex)
”I have heard about worknet.gov.ge. We have received an invitation from the Ministry of
Health care, a forum has been held in Expo-Georgia and we have participated in it. We had a
one-time relationship. We haven’t used it in terms of employment.”
Vacancies
Within the framework of the research, the respondents answered the question, ”In which vacancies
do you face shortage of personnel due to professional knowledge, specific skills and deficiency of
qualification?”
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The table presents a list of vacancies in Tbilisi and vacancies currently available according to
sectors.
Sphere

Vacancies
Tbilisi

Manufacturing food products (including drinks) and
tobacco

Shop consultant

Tea taster, laboratory direction
Tea technologist
Mechanical engineer
Financier
Accountant
Technologist
Automator
Head of technical service
Electrician
Mechanic
Chemist
Pastry designer
Dough Specialist
Confectioner
Laboratory assistant
Marketing manager
Sales manager
Mince operator
Dough operator
Puff pastry operator
Smoking operator
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Stuffer
Machines engineer
Guide
IT audit, the enterprise has an international standard and
according to internal regulations employment of audit is
mandatory.

Chemical production

Pharmacist
Mettalurgic industry and manufacturing of metal goods

Material science

Manufacturing of the rest non-metallic mineral products

Glass masters
Specialist of glass machinery
Electrician
Furnace operator
Cement mill operator
Bunker worker
Welder
Railway operator

Construction

Builder-constructor
Civil engineer
Geodesist
Architect
Engineer

Hotels and restaurants

Food Technologist
Waiter
Cook
Chief cook
Administrator
Hall manager
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Cleaner
Guide
Transport and communication

Graphic designer
Service centre operator
Cableman
Cable repairman

Trade; repair of vehicles, household items and personal
items

Project manager

IT manager
Marketing manager
Financial activities

IT
Accountant
Consultant
Operator

Financier
Cellulose-paper industry; Publishing business

HR
Consultant

Textile and manufacturing of textile products

Thread reeling master
Embroiderer
Engineer operator
Tailor

Other sectors of industry

Electrician
Mechanic
Tailor’s cutter
Designer

State service

Geologist
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Pumping specialist
Cost-estimation specialist
Computer programs specialist (Archicad 3D)
Production and distribution of electricity, gas and water

Hydro engineer
Drainage
Water supply specialist
Water resources rational use specialist

Manufacturing electric appliances, electronic and optical
equipment

Telecommunication systems specialist

Security specialist
Health care and social aid

Anaesthesiologist
resuscitator
Neurosurgeon
Vascular surgeon

Education
Agriculture

Soil scientists
Agro chemist
Veterinarian
Plant protector
Food specialist

Adjara

Activities of the firm

Construction-

In relation to which vacancies do you encounter shortage of
personnel

Procurement coordinator- (Lawyer, economist)
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Construction and security specialist
Office manager
Specialist of roofing isolation
Materials accountant
Site supervisor (Engineer)
Façade climber

Production and trade with
ironmongery, plastic goods

Turner

Welder
Clothes production

Tailor-Operator

Land lease (Boulevard)

Landscaping agronomist

Canteens and delivery of ready
food

Furniture production

Accountant
Economist
Machinery man power (drawing, architecture, design)

Accountant
Tourist agencies and travel bureaus
Lawyer
Guide
Pre-school education

Doctor Nutritionist
Financier
Electric welder

Construction of local pipelines,
communication and power lines

Gas pipes welder

Tractor operator

Activities of hospitals with wide
profile and specialized hospitals

Abnormal morphology specialist (doctor)
Children allergologist
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Children resuscitator
Angiologist
Middle medical personnel
Activities in the sphere of sports

Hotels and restaurants

Massage therapist
Hotel service personnel
Waiter
Administrator
Cook
Cleaner

Samegrelo

Activities of the firm

In relation to which vacancies do you encounter shortage of personnel

Trade

Electrician
Automobiles diagnosticians
Engine master
Suspension system handyman
Car body repairer

Food products
manufacture

Economist
Accountant
Product quality research analyst
Meat products preparation worker
Welder

Service

Transport and
communication

Agriculture

Mechanic
Diesel specialist
Electrician
Driver-expeditor
Cartographer
Meteorologist
Hydrograph
Navigation Systems Specialist
Lighthouses standards specialist
Transport technical accountant
Container Shipping Marketing Specialist
Electrician
Mechanic
Logistics specialist
Electrician
Welder
Mechanic
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Industry

Welder
Electrician
Meat mince maker
Refrigerator repairer

Imereti

In relation to which vacancies do you encounter
shortage of personnel
Activities of the firm
Financier
Accountant
Technologist
Automator
Head of technical service
Electrician
Locksmith
Engineer
Electric welder
Mechanic
Electric welder
Furniture designer
Wood craftsman

Construction

Wood processing and wood production
Computer programs specialist
Lawyer
Anaesthesiologist
Resuscitator
Neurosurgeon
Traumatologist
Thoracic surgeon
Electrician
Operational nurse
Technicians
Doctors
Accountant
Butcher
Baker
Confectioner
Seller
Distributor

Health care and social aid

Trade
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Pre-seller
Supervisor
Accountant
Sales manager
Driver distributors
Technologist
Consultants

Production and distribution of power, gas and water

Distributors
Barman
Waiter
Tailor
Tailor’s cutter
Spreader
Worker on iron
Mining engineers
Machine operator
Art historian

Hotels and restaurants

Textile and textile products manufacturing

Mining of heat and power minerals
Museum
Shida Kartli

Activities of the firm
Construction

Horticulture, ornamental gardening
and nursery production
Activities of hospitals of wide profile
and specialized hospitals
Flour production
Wholesale trade of
pesticides and
other agrochemical
products

In relation to which vacancies do you encounter shortage of
personnel
Crane driver
Bulldozer driver
Grader driver
Graft specialist
Seeds shop seller
Resuscitation doctor
Mill mechanic
Soil scientist
Agronomist

Fruits and vegetables
Juice Production
Concrete structures manufacturing

Laboratory assistant
Electric welder
Concrete worker
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Activities in the sphere of radio
broadcasting and TV

Journalist
TV operator

Brick and block manufacturing

Electric welder
Technologist-ceramist

Timber treatment

Wide rails locomotive operator
Laboratory assistant

Mtskheta-Mtianeti
Activities of the firm

In relation to which vacancies do you encounter shortage of
personnel
Electricians
Electromechanician
Engineers
Mechanical engineer

Production

Locksmith
Waiter
Cook
Administrator

Hotels and restaurants

Interpreter
Accountant

Trade
Administrator
Distribution activities

Accountant

Samtskhe-Javakheti
Activities of the firm

In relation to which vacancies do you encounter shortage of
personnel

Retail-wholesale

Consultant; cashier;

Medical service; health care

Epidemiologists

Borjomi central historic park

Gardener; caretaker

Drinks production

Microbiologist; chemist
Welders
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Construction

Chemists; electricians; plasterers
Operator; equipment specialists; electrician; asphalt layers;
concrete specialist
Consultant; Baker, Accountant

Trade
Veterinarian; agronomists, IT technologies specialist
Wood processing and treatment

Sawer; tractor driver; mechanizers; Accountant

Construction materials import

Lawyer; Accountant; Turkish language specialist; driver

Construction

Accountant; mechanizers
Waiter;
Cook

Restaurant/Hotel

Medical personnel;
Cleaner
Administrator
Foreign languages specialist

Kvemo Kartli
Activities of the firm

In relation to which vacancies do you encounter shortage of
personnel
Welders
Mechanical engineer

Industry
Electrician
Plasterer
Construction

Accountant
Economist
Veterinarian
Agronomist

Agriculture
Chemicals specialist
Driver
Trade
Accountant
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Kakheti

In relation to which vacancies do you encounter shortage of personnel
Activities of the firm
Construction

Health care

Agriculture

Trade

Hotels and restaurants
Electricity production

Financier
Accountant
Technologist
Automator
Head of technical service
Electrician
Mechanic
Cardiologist
Endocrinologist
Urologist
Laboratory assistant
Veterinarian
Interpreter
Driver
Distributor
Accountant
Warehouse worker
Warehouse supervisor
Cleaner
Consultant
Administrator
Electrician
Head of provision of Revenues Service
Inspector

Vacancies of past 6 months, future 6 months and current vacancies
Tbilisi
Activities of the firm
Manufacturing of food
products (including drinks)
and tobacco

Currently available
vacancies
Export-manager

Vacancies of past 6
months
Export-manager

Vacancies of future 6 months
Dough Specialist

Sales manager

Sales manager

Confectioner
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Financier

Financier

Electrician

Accountant

Accountant

Mechanic

Technologist

Technologist

Chemist

Automator

Office manager

Office manager

Head of technical
service

Driver

Driver

Electrician

Supply manager

Mechanic

Distribution driver

Chemist

Pre-seller

Pastry designer

Accountant

Dough Specialist

Dough operator

Confectioner

Puff pastry operator

Laboratory assistantChemist

Smoking operator

Brand manager

Stuffer

Promo agent

Guide

Marketing manager
Sales manager
Distributor
Gardner
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Pharmacist
Office manager
Driver
Supply manager
Distribution driver
Pre-seller
Accountant
Mince operator
Dough operator
Puff pastry operator
Smoking operator
Stuffer
Guide
Chemical production

Metallurgic industry and metal
products manufacturing

IT audit

IT audit

Laboratory assistantChemist

Laboratory assistantChemist

Technician

Technician

Materials specialist

Materials specialist

Cement mill operator

Cement mill
operator
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Technician

Bunker worker

Bunker worker

Welder

Welder

Electrician

Electrician

Railway operator

Railway operator

Truck driver
Builder-constructor
Civil engineer
Production of other nonmetallic goods

Glass masters

Glass masters

Glass machinery
specialist

Glass machinery
specialist

Electrician

Electrician
Furnace operator
Construction

Geodesist

Geodesist

Financier

Financier

High risk manager in
construction

High risk manager in
construction

Financier

Mechanizer
Engineer
Hotels and restaurants

Administrator

Administrator

Administrator

Hall manager

Hall manager

Hall manager
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Transport and communication

Cleaner

Cleaner

Cleaner

Waiter

Waiter

Waiter

Cook

Cook

Cook

Guide

Guide

Processes manager

Processes manager

Call-centre operator

Logistics manager

Logistics manager

Greeter administrator

Call-centre operator

Call-centre operator

Optical network
specialist
Greeter administrator
Head of shift
Trade; repair of vehicles,
household goods and personal
items

Processes manager

IT manager

IT manager

IT manager

Project manager

Project manager

Project manager

Risks analyst

Risks analyst

Risks analyst

Marketing manager

Marketing manager

Marketing manager

Worker loader

Worker loader

Worker loader

Pre-seller

Pre-seller

Warehouse supervisor
Pre-seller
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Financial activities

Cellulose-paper industry;
Publishing

Cashier

Cashier

Cashier

Trade agent

Trade agent

Trade agent

Web designer

Web designer

Sales manager

Sales manager

Sales manager

Consultant

Financier

Financier

Consultant

Consultant

Programmer
Consultant
HR
Marketing specialist

Textile and textile goods
production

Bio-technologists

Bio-technologists

Tailor

Tailor

Designer

Designer

Tailor

Tailor’s cutter
Other fields of industry

Electrician

Electrician

Electrician

Mechanic

Mechanic

Mechanic

Tailor’s cutter
Designer
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State service

International
International
procurement specialist procurement
specialist
Microbiologistlaboratory
Chemist - laboratory

Production and distribution of
power, gas and water

Hydro-engineering

Sales manager

Sales manager
Water resources
rational use specialist
Water supply
specialist
Manufacturing electric
appliances, electronic and
optical equipment

Marketing manager

Marketing manager

Security officer
Health care and social aid

Security officer

Registrar

Registrar
Procurement-supply
specialist
Vascular surgeon

Education

Associate Professor
Vacancy by the
speciality of Georgian
cinema history
Arts Management
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor of
Art
Assistant Professor of
the History of
Georgian Theatre

Adjara
Activities of the firm

Vacancies in the past

Current vacancies
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Vacancies in the future

Procurement coordinator(Lawyer, Economist)
Constructionreconstruction

Procurement
coordinator(Lawyer,
Economist)- 1
Site supervisor
(Engineer) - 1

Construction and Safety
Monitoring Service head

Lawyer-economist -1

Engineer

Worker for roofing - 1

Master-welder
Worker for roofing

Record keeper
Sales manager
Architect assistant
Construction Manager
Builder
Master
Façade climber
Accountant
Audit
Construction supervisor
Construction

Manufacturing and trading
of ironmongery, plastic
goods

Turner

Plastic goods master- 1

Accountant

Turner

Architect-designer

Sales manager -1

Procurement manager

Cashier- 1

Sales manager

Sales operator -1

Plastic goods master

Tailor -2
Tailor-Operator

Operator - 4

Interpreter
Clothes production

Cashier-operator
Shop consultant

Electrician
Landscaping agronomist
Economist
Lawyer

Land lease (Boulevard)

Landscaping agronomist
-1

Security guard
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Landscaping agronomist

Cleaner
Grass cutter
PR manager
Cook

Canteens and delivery of
ready food

Cook assistant

Coordinator
Sanitary norms
supervisor

Cleaner

Cook

Office manager

Cook assistant

Procurement specialist
Designer

Sales consultant

Sales consultant

Architect

Tourist information centre
operator

Furniture designer
Tourist information
centre operator

Furniture production

Travel agencies and travel
bureaus

Accountant - 3

Accountant

Doctor-Nutritionist

Chief specialist of
sanitary and hygiene
sector- 1 (Doctor) - 2

Cashier(seasonal)

Trainer assistant - 1

Pre-school education

Dolphinarium
Gas pipes welder

Worker (soil)

Electric welder
Local pipelines,
communication and power
lines construction

Driver od special machines
Worker (soil)
Children's allergist
Childers’s resuscitator
Angiologist
Call-centre operator

Activities of wide profile
and specialized hospitals

Cashier(seasonal)
Ticket inspector
(seasonal)

Office manager
Reception
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Registrar
Reception administrator
Steward - 1
Activities in sports sphere
Flour production

Children coach (Rugby)
Doctor-masseur

Worker (wheat processing)
Waiter

Waiter - 3

Cook

Waiter
Cook assistant
Barman

Administrator

Administrator

Security personnel

Sales manager

Waiter

Confectioner

Cook
Barman
Restaurant/hotel

Confectioner

Samegrelo
Activities of the firm

Vacancies in the past

Current vacancies

Vacancies in future

Customs broker

Electrician -1-

Scrap receiver

Distributor

Motor mechanic -1

Loading workers

Driver

Suspension specialist -1

Financial manager

Accountant

Electrician

Sales manager

Motor mechanic

Security

Suspension specialist

Trade

Suspension specialist

Food production

Pre-seller

Distributor

Distributor

Expeditor

Production worker

Packing workers
Welder
Mechanic

Service

Shipping inspector

Radio technician -1

Driver expeditor

Container truck driver

Expeditor -1

Radio technician

Radio technician

Electrician -2

Expeditor

Forecasters

Sales agent

International relations

Customer relationship
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specialist

specialist

English language specialist

Doker–mechanizer

Sales agent

Longshoreman

Marketing specialist

Dispatcher

Electrician

Welder

Longshoreman

Security officer

Logistics specialist

Mechanic

Motor mechanic

Nut selectors

Driver
Technologist
Laboratory assistant
Electrician

Nut selectors

Engineer
Agriculture
Lease

Accountant
Point switches on duty
person

Shipping Specialist

Imereti
Activities of the firm
Construction

Vacancies in the past
Financier
Accountant

Current vacancies
Technologist -2
Automator -1

Wood processing and wood
production

Electric welder
Electrician
Chinese language
interpreter

Designer -2

Manufacturing rubber and plastic
goods

Miller

Gynaecologist
Nurse
Health care and social aid
Trade

Butcher
Confectioner
Seller
Manager

Distributor - 3
Cashier- 2

Mechanical engineer

Manufacturing rubber and plastic
goods
Production and distribution of
power, gas and water
Health care and social aid

Vacancies in future
Electrician
Mechanic
Chemist

Economist

Economist - 2
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Presser
Medical equipment
engineer
Lawyer
Accountant
Baker
Confectioner
Distributor
Aluminium doors and
windows specialist
Plastic windows and
doors specialist
Accountant
Electrician
Electrician

Construction

Manufacturing of food products
(including drinks) and tobacco
Food products

Nurse
Anaesthesiologist
Resuscitator
Neurosurgeon
Traumatologist
Thoracic surgeon
Electrician
Bridge beams specialist
Assisting workers

Nurse - 3
Anaesthesiologist -1
Resuscitator -1
Neurosurgeon -1
Traumatologist -1
Thoracic surgeon -1
Electrician -2

Armouring specialists
Welders
Roads constructorengineers

Accountant
Lawyer
Sunflower cleaner
Distributors
Distributors
Managers
Technologists
Veterinarians
Manager

Technical workforce

Construction

Heat and power minerals mining

Machine tools worker
Integrator
Mining engineer
Electromechanician
Assisting workers

Accountant - 2
Electric welder - 1

Health care and social aid
Health care and social aid

Lawyer

Trade
Trade in oil products retail sale

Seller

Construction

Public school

Hotels and restaurants

Seller -1

Electric welder
Water pipes electric
welder
Gas pipes electric welder
Georgian language and
literature
Art
Physical education
Natural study
Barman
Waiter
Cleaner

Textile and textile goods
production
Cashier-operator

Plumber
Cleaner
Driver
Nurse
Nurse

Worker
Warehouse
supervisor
Locksmith
Mining engineer
Electromechanician
Assisting workers
Cook
Computer specialist
Lawyer
Mobilizer
Seller
AGS operator

Waiter - 2

Tailor - 1
Multiprofile personnel 2

Tailor

Trade, hard metal
Personnel working
with machines

Mining and selling of manganese
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Cars and equipment production

Russian language
specialist
Sales manager

Furnace man
Electrician
Mechanic
Train Driver
Welder

Shida Kartli

Activities of the firm

Construction

Vacancies in the past
Computer operator
Sand worker
Computer operator
Sand worker

Current vacancies

Vacancies in future
Sand worker

Gas pipe laying
handyman

Horticulture, ornamental gardening Forest Park Manager
and nursery products production
Ordinary worker

Sanitary services, cleaning from
pollution and similar service

Caretaker

Wide profile and
specialised
hospitals
activities

Procurement manager

Grafter - 1
Seeds shop seller - 1

Resuscitation doctor- 1

Math teacher
Record keeper
Assistant to accountant

Ordinary employee

IT assistant
Education
Production

Biology teacher
Computer operator
Boiler head
Chemist
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Primary school
teacher

Technologist
Mill worker

Wholesale trade with
pesticides and
other agrochemical
products

Engine fuel retail sale

Seller assistant

Agronomist
Drip system
conducting handyman

Gas tuner
Truck driver

Accountant
Fruit and vegetables juice
production

Export-import manager

Labourer

Commodity concrete
structures
production

Electric welder
Concrete worker

Concrete worker

Roads construction and roads
construction materials production

Watchman

Labourer

Activities in the sphere of radio and
TV broadcasting

Journalist
TV operator

Production of bricks and blocks
from burnt clay
Cement production

Construction of bridges, roads,
estacades,
tunnels and underground

Journalist - 2

Technologist -ceramist 1

Sales manager
Accountant
Labourer

Office manager
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Engine fuel retail sale

Gas Tuner

Gas Tuner

Concrete production

Accountant

Timber treatment

Wide rails locomotive
driver

Samtskhe-Javakheti
Activities of the firm
Retail-Wholesale

Vacancies in the past
Consultant; cashier;

Current vacancies
Consultant -2 cashier; - 2
Epidemiologist- 1
Cardiologist- 1

Vacancies in future

Medical service; health care
Cashier-operators;
water suppliers

Borjomi Central Historical Park

Drinks Production

Tractor driver;
Administrator;
Microbiologist
Geologist; Accountant;
Lawyer
Accountant; Laboratory
assistant

Cleaner; Waiter
Veterinarian
Architect; IT technologies
specialist

Consultant- 5
Baker - 2
Veterinarian - 1

Wood processing
workers; workers
Trade

Restaurant

Sawer - 1 Mechanizer - 1

Secretary
Seller; cashier; worker;
Distributor
Distributor
Seller; cashier; worker;
Seller
Medical worker
Waiter; Cook
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Technician

Geologist - 2
Technician - 2
Technician - 1,
Road engineer - 1
Cleaner- 1 Waiter - 3,
Barman - 1, Administrator
-1
Veterinarian- 1

Construction

Hotel
Agriculture

Information Technologies
manager - 1

Interpreter - 3
Assistant worker - 3
Operator; worker - 3
Distributor - 4
Accountant - 2
Seller;
Waiter - 8
Manager - 1
Administrator - 1 cleaner -

Concrete operator;
Asphalt layer

Waiter ; Cleaner
Consultant; baker; milk
and milk products
technologist
Worker; agronomist
Mechanizer; sawer;
worker
Interpreter; secretary;
cleaner
cashier; Seller; Driver
Accountant
Distributor, driver

Administrator,

1, waiter - 4,
cook -4 , medical
personnel - 1
supplier - 1
cashier-3
Barman - 2
Administrator

cleaner, waiter, cook,
medical personnel

Administrator;
manager.

Representatives of spheres participating in the research, who have vacancies at present, listed
qualifications required for vacancies, degree of education and skills. Below are given the
requirements of employers for each position.
Positions and professional requirements
Below is given the list of positions formed as a result of the research and education and skills
required for each position, listed by the employers. These are main professional requirements, which
job seekers often lack, but they are very important for the announced vacancies.
Export-manager:
-

Higher education in the sphere of Business Administration;
Professional knowledge of business administration;
Professional knowledge of sales analysis;
Fluent in Russian and English languages;
Analytical thinking;
Initiative;

Sales manager
- Higher education in management;
- Search for potential customers;
- Professional negotiation skills;
- Possessing/researching information about target market;
- Facilitation of increase of sales;
- Sales statistics maintenance;
- Interest in foreign practice and adaptation skill;
- Knowledge of foreign languages;
- Good presentation skills;
Financier:
-

Higher education in economy or finance;
Performance of standard financial and accounting operations of the organization;
Participation I determination of priorities of the service and preparation of relevant financial
plans;
Analysis and control of financial condition;
Preparation/collection of information about financial and economic activities of the
organization;
Managerial skills;
Knowledge of foreign languages;
Responsibility;
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Accountant:
Higher education if economy-accounting;
Recording financial assets;
Performance of financial operations according to established forms, processing of primary
documentation, timely registration of documents;
- Preparing quarterly and annual balance;
- Knowledge of tax legislation/periodic update of knowledge;
- Settlement of accounts with Revenues Service and timely submission of declarations;
- Management of inventory-taking process;
- Knowledge of accounting program (Oris, 1C);
- Quick analytical skills under pressure.
Food technologist:
-

-

Higher education if the sphere of food technologies;
Knowledge of state standards and requirements of technical conditions for products and raw
materials;
Knowledge of Russian and English languages;
Analytical skills;
Experience;
Discipline;
Communication skills;
Punctuality.

The requirements submitted by LLC "Georgian vegetable oil company-Karva" for the position of
food technologist:
-

Making technological maps of manufacturing of products
Ensuring manufacturing of standard quality products according to technological maps
Implementation of new products and their production calculation
Determination and documentation of calorage and energetic value of newly developed
products
Development and implementation of progressive technological processes of processing
and preparing of products
Development of norms, regulatory documents of new products, analysis of deviation of
product manufacturing from norms
Analysis of defective products and development of measures for their elimination
Control of the quality of raw materials, organoleptic indicators and suitability (expiry
date, temperature mode)
Hygiene control of the workshop and technological processes

Automator:
-

Professional education;
Reading specific schemes and the ability to manage machines by means of these
schemes;

Head of technical service:
-

Higher technical education;
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-

Prevention of damage and safety of production;
Interest in the special character of the plant and the ability to plan the activities
correctly;
Quick thinking and critical situation management skills;

Electrician:
-

Technical education;
Conducting works of connecting to network electrical devices and performing lowvoltage power supply network installation, maintenance, technological works;
Inspection and control of electric lines and facilities;
Technical service of electric devices in primary production;
Implementation of maintenance works of electrical wiring according to the order of the
manager;
Disciple (the respondents often name facts about performance of works by electricians
being drunk).

Mechanic:
-

Higher education, qualification of electric engineer;
Mechanical equipment maintenance;
Ensuring working condition of mechanical equipment.
Professional experience:
Organized;
High sense of responsibility;
Punctuality.

Chemist:
-

Higher education (Chemist)
Observation of micro-biologic or ecological safety of production;
Control of the composition of products, raw materials, as well as ready products.

Pastry designer:
-

Vocational education;
Punctuality;
Sense of responsibility;
Imagination;

Brand manager
-

Higher education, in the sphere of marketing or business administration;
Work experience;
Good knowledge of English and Russian languages;
Research and analysis of competitors;
Brand development planning and analysis;
Brand strategy elaboration/development;
Sales Analysis;
Communication with suppliers;
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-

Negotiation skills;
Work with the budget;

Promo agent
-

Higher or incomplete higher education;
Age: 17-23 years old
Work experience in promotional campaigns will be a plus;
Good speech
Good communication skills;
Energetic;
Presentable appearance;

Marketing manager
-

Higher education
Development of marketing strategy plans;
Conducting negotiations with partners
Development of advertising concepts, slogans, designs and other materials;
The company's media-advertising analysis;
Preparation of presentation materials and submissions of written reports to the
management;

Distributor
-

Secondary or Professional Education
The vehicle driver's license;
Experience of working with cash machines and documents
Experience of work as a distributor

Pharmacist
-

Higher pharmaceutical education
Work experience in the relevant sphere;
Experience of work under pressure.

Office manager
-

Higher or professional education;
Must have good communication skills and a high sense of responsibility.
Ensure proper functioning of the organization (technical, utility and household sector);
Organizational skills;
Knowledge of English and Russian languages

Supplier manager
-

Higher education;
Check-counting goods from the warehouse
Loading the vehicle according to the existing orders;
Quick and safe distribution of daily orders and refrigerators;
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-

Recovery of the cash received for products in the form of cash payment and depositing in the
account of the company;

Distribution driver
-

Work experience as a driver;
Driving license: C category;
Diligence, honesty and high responsibility towards work;
Good communication skills;
Energetic;

Pre-seller
-

Taking orders from trading objects;
Searching/attracting new objects;
Expansion of the distribution network;
Introducing/offering to customers new products;
Preparation of reports on products sold at new and old objects;
Close relationship with supervisors and drafting future work plans;

Merchandiser
-

Higher Education;
Good communication skills;
Punctuality;
Analytical skills;
Organized;
Sense of responsibility.

Guide
-

Education - preferably higher
Knowledge of foreign languages
Perfect knowledge of history
Organizational skills
Strong sense of responsibility
Communication skills
The proper training in security
Oratorical speech

IT Audit
-

Higher education
Knowledge of computer programs

Technician
-

Education - secondary or vocational
Electrical safety qualification
Team player
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-

Strong sense of responsibility
Language skills
Computer literacy
Operation of equipment and machinery
Acoustic equipment and systems knowledge

Materials specialist
-

Education - materials specialist sphere, theoretical and practical
Knowledge of foreign languages
Analytical skills
Methodology development skills
Innovation readiness (learning ability)

Builder-constructor
-

Education – higher construction
Work experience at least 2 years
Knowledge of office programs
Knowledge of required computer programs
Building reinforcement projects and expertise

Constructor-engineer
-

Education - higher
Organizational skills
Drafting defects protocols and cost-estimations
Drafting and issuance of proper documentation

Glass machinery specialist
-

Education – secondary or vocational
Operation of machinery
Observance of safety requirements

Geodesist
-

Education - higher
Work experience at least 5 years
Knowledge of office programs
Knowledge of required computer programs
Surveying works production and their computer processing
Sense of responsibility
Team player
Balanced, calm, energetic

High rank manager in construction
-

Education – higher technical (engineering, architecture, mathematics) or in the sphere of
business administration
Experience-at least 2 years in construction sphere
Knowledge of foreign languages
Knowledge of Office programs
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-

Projects monitoring
Managerial skills
High sense of responsibility
Mathematical thinking

Administrator
-

Answer phone calls and reception of visitors
Personnel control, monitoring
Service quality control
Excellent communication skills, sense of responsibility, discipline, team work

Cook
-

Cooking and decoration of traditional, contemporary, world dishes
Specific knowledge of various events and cooking meals
Supply of products and maintenance of internal economy

Logistics manager
-

Accounting and maintenance of material values
Supply of the organization with relevant equipment
Goods accounting
Organized

Call-centre operator
-

Education - higher
Preferably one year of work experience
Georgian and Russian language skills
Computer skills
Good speech
Accuracy, efficiency, independent decision-making skills
Ability to work in stressful situations

Optical network specialist
-

Technical education (telecommunications or IT sphere)
Work experience in a similar position
Thorough knowledge of computer hardware, operating systems and networks
Driving license
Disciplined, communication skills
Sense of responsibility
Instructing on provided service
Signing agreement with a subscriber

IT Manager
-

Education – higher technical
Knowledge of operational systems
Fluent in native language and average knowledge of foreign languages
Network Hardware and Software
Computer equipment damage localization and elimination
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-

Organized, punctuality
Desire to learn and develop

Project manager
-

Education – higher, preferably-business administration or technical direction
Theoretical knowledge of basics of business administration (management, marketing)
Experience-one year
Fluent in English;
Knowledge of Office programs;
Drafting projects, monitoring, participation in the development of the company

Risks analyst
-

Education – higher (in the sphere of administration, statistics or finance);
Work experience-minimum 2 years in the banking sector;
Good knowledge of office computer programs;
Knowledge of data processing and statistical analysis methods;
Identification of credit risks and ensuring compliance with bank plans;

Warehouse supervisor
-

Education – higher;
Experience-not less than 2 years in economic activities;
Verbal and written communication skills;
Knowledge of legislative acts;
Acceptance and warehousing of material values registered on the balance of the
organization;
Submission of quarterly reports to the managers;

Web designer
-

Work experience in the appropriate sphere;
Knowledge of relevant computer programs;
Good knowledge of Georgian and a foreign language;
Initiative;
High sense of responsibility;

Consultant
-

Age 18-32;
Vocational or higher education;
Good-looking;
Knowledge of goods characteristics, control;
Good manners, communication skills;
Knowledge of languages is desired

Programmer
-

Education – bachelor’s degree (or graduating student) in the sphere of computer sciences or
related field;
Minimum 2 years’ experience in programs with object-oriented languages;
Able to work with relational databases;
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-

Creation and use of web service;
Creative and analytical skills;
High sense of responsibility.
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